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Abstract

In urban planning, sophisticated simulation models are key tools to esti-
mate future population growth for measuring the impact of planning deci-
sions on urban developments and the environment. Simulated population
projections usually result in large, macro-scale, multivariate geospatial
data sets. Millions of records have to be processed, stored, and visualized
to help planners explore and analyze complex population patterns.

We introduce a database driven framework for visualizing geospatial mul-
tidimensional simulation data based on the output from UrbanSim, a soft-
ware for the analysis and planning of urban developments. The designed
framework is extendable and aims at integrating empirical-stochastic meth-
ods and urban simulation models with techniques developed for informa-
tion visualization and cartography.

First, we develop an empirical model for the estimation of residential build-
ing types based on demographic household characteristics. The predicted
dwelling type information is important for the analysis of future mate-
rial use, carbon footprint calculations, and for visualizing simultaneously
the results of land usage, density, and other signi�cant parameters in 3D
space. Our model uses multinomial logistic regression to derive building
types at di�erent scales. The estimated regression coe�cients are applied
to UrbanSim output in order to predict residential building types.

The simulation results and the estimated building types are managed in an
object-relational geodatabase. From the database, density, building types,
and signi�cant demographic variables are visually encoded as scalable,
georeferenced 3D geometries and displayed on top of aerial photographs
in a Google EarthTM visual synthesis. The geodatabase can be accessed
and the visualization parameters can be chosen through a web-based user
interface. The geometries are encoded in KML, Google's markup language,
as ready-to-visualize data sets. The goal is to enhance human cognition by
displaying abstract representations of multidimensional data sets in a re-
alistic context and thus to support decision making in planning processes.
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1. Introduction

Technological innovation and economic development are crucial for an en-
vironmentally sound future and a sustainable society. Therefore, sophis-
ticated simulation models are now extensively used in urban planning to
measure the impact of planning decisions on future urban environments.
These simulation models support decision-making in planning processes
by providing assessment of alternative planning scenarios. For example,
alternative planning scenarios could examine the impacts of future trans-
portation networks on the type and location of new housing and on air
quality. Other environmental aspects to assess are water supply and change
of temperature.

Simulation models take into account past and present developments to
draw conclusions on future trends. Advanced urban simulation models
provide estimates on future population and job distributions, demographic
household pro�les, and predicted travel behavior at a �ne grained spatial
scale.

Yet, current planning tools lack empirical models for predicting building
types. Knowledge of future building structures is crucial for various sus-
tainability metrics associated with prospective urban developments. Fu-
ture building type distributions are important parameters in material �ow
analyses. For example, we can calculate future construction materials from
the number and types of residential dwellings that will be built in future
years. Moreover, waste generation from the life cycle of building materials
can be quanti�ed when building types are known. Future homes also play
an important role in calculating carbon footprints and are critical for the
spatial analysis and simulation of 3-dimensional phenomena like air pol-
lution, noise, and earthquake risks. Although there are urgent needs for
the estimation of future building types, to our knowledge current urban
planning tools do not provide this information.

Another notable aspect of urban simulation models is the large, macro-
scale, and multidimensional geospatial data sets that they require and
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1. Introduction

generate as output. Millions of records have to be processed, stored, and vi-
sualized to help planners explore and analyze complex patterns. Decision-
making in the urban context now requires developers, planners, stakehold-
ers, and the public to deal with highly attributed, often time-varying data.
Data sets from urban simulations are useful for decision making, but they
are di�cult to analyze. The interpretation of abstract multidimensional
simulation data requires expertise that often cannot be expected from
decision-makers. Therefore, a comprehensive and intuitive visualization
tool is crucial for supporting non-experts in their decision-making process
and for communicating results to the general public.

Unfortunately, some current urban simulation tools such as UrbanSim
do not provide visual output for output data tables. Future land usage,
density, or other signi�cant environmental indicators and demographic
characteristics are most commonly visualized as 2D thematic maps in
a geographic information system. Realistic-looking virtual cityscapes on
urban futures can be generated procedurally, but to date, procedural city
models lack an underlying empirical framework for urban simulations.

Given the lack of adequate means for visualizing and communicating pro-
jected urban data sets, there is an immediate demand for intuitive, com-
prehensive visualization tools to support planning and informed decision
making about the future. As already pointed out, simulation output often
exhibits multidimensionality and spatial correlation. This raises the de-
mand for new visual representations which are beyond classical 2D maps,
particularly to visualize the interrelationships among multiple dimensions
of the complex underlying data structure. Visual data mining, especially
in large spatial databases, is a key technique for interactive analysis and
explorative visualization of the parameter dependencies. Using an appro-
priate data representation and visualization framework, those engaged in
visual analysis can rapidly perceive important patterns, identify previ-
ously unknown patterns, or �nd relationships between socioeconomic and
demographic variables.

All things considered, we perceive considerable demand for an integrated
planning tool to simulate and visualize future urban developments in the
domains of urban and environmental planning. Simulation outputs of this
planning tool have to include or allow for the estimation of future building
types, since building structures are crucial for many sustainability mea-
sures. Furthermore, an integrated visualization framework has to display
resulting multidimensional simulation data in an intuitive way to e�ec-
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1. Introduction

tively enhance visual thinking and knowledge discovery. Such a platform
will make simulation outcomes accessible to planners, key decision-makers,
and the general public and will aid participants in planning processes to
reach decisions.

1.1. Related Work

Modeling urban futures has been of considerable interest of late to com-
puter graphics and urban planning [BX94, Tor06, Wad02, KB01, Klo01].
The interest is driven by a number of developments, in particular by in-
creased computing power and signi�cant advances in the �eld of integrated
urban and environmental modeling [Guh03]. Growing awareness of sus-
tainability ampli�es the demand for planning support systems to analyze
and visualize future carbon footprints, air quality, and other indicators
of urban quality of life and livability. Visualizing how the future of cities
and urban developments may look communicates e�ciently the impacts
of today's planning decisions on future environments.

Recent e�orts in computer graphics aim at automating the complex and
expensive task of generating and visualizing realistic cityscapes. Various
tools and techniques are constantly being developed to automatically de-
tect and reconstruct buildings from remotely sensed imagery for generating
3D city models [För99, HYN03, Bre05] and to undertake building energy
requirement calculations [NS04]. Yet, photogrammetric reconstruction ap-
proaches only allow for the generation of existing and past stages of urban
developments. They lack the ability to provide information about future
cityscapes. In this context, procedural modeling techniques have been sub-
ject to active research lately. Procedural methods algorithmically generate
arbitrary geometries from a prede�ned rule-set. Key techniques for proce-
dural visualization include agent-based modeling approaches [LWWF03]
and grammar-based approaches. Procedural models based on grammars
have been developed to generate architecture [WWSR03], building facades
[MZWG07], ancient Roman sites [MWH+06], and large-scale 3D cityscapes
[PM01, dSM06].

Procedural modeling of cities allows for the generation of realistic-looking
urban environments, but to date it lacks underlying empirically-based
models to generate meaningful projections of urban growth patterns that
can be calibrated to simulate real conditions. However, population growth
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1. Introduction

Figure 1.1.: Procedural Models of Pompeii and Beverly Hills [MWH+06]

and patterns of distribution of urban activities in future cities are of great
interest to urban planners. Planning agencies in most industrialized coun-
tries are now mandated to provide o�cial projections of future urban-
ization patterns to monitor land development. Therefore, these planning
agencies develop and maintain urban futures simulation models pursue
research in modeling complex urban systems to analyze land-use deci-
sions and evaluate alternate growth management strategies. Commercially
available GIS-based planning support systems are WhatIf [Klo01] and
CommunityVIZ [KB01]. UrbanSim [Wad02] is a sophisticated open-source
planning tool for analyzing long-term e�ects of land use and transporta-
tion policies. It provides a platform for generating di�erent urban scenarios
based on current trends and speci�ed policy choices, e.g., to model low-
density urban sprawl or to evaluate the sustainability of transportation
plans [JGK+06].

Typically, projections of urban simulation models are visualized with the
help of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) as color-coded polygons or
icons on 2D maps (see Figure 1.2). Since prediction models usually result in
large-scale, highly-attributed spatial data sets, the challenge arises to �nd
a multidimensional representation for the simulation results. The multi-
attributed visualization technique could enable planners to easily compare
di�erent planning scenarios and to evaluate simulated impacts of di�erent
land use policies.
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1. Introduction

Figure 1.2.: Example of GIS Visualization: Population Density in Phoenix

Visualizing multivariate data sets has long been a key issue in Information
Visualization (InfoVIS ). In the early 70's, Cherno� presented a technique
to visualize trends in highly dimensional data by relating data to facial
features [CR75]. Gradually over the years, new information visualization
techniques were introduced, ranging from 2D scatterplots to 3D treemaps
(see Figure 1.3). For a comprehensive overview of developments in Infor-
mation visualization we refer to [SCM99] and [Tuf90].

Figure 1.3.: Examples for InfoVIS : Treemap on character data in a World of
Warcraft realm, scatterplot comparing CO2 levels against temper-
ature [VWvH+07]

Whereas InfoVIS primarily deals with the display of large multivari-
ate data sets, cartography is mainly concerned with representations con-
strained to a spatial domain. The cartographer Bertin established a basis
for designing maps in his classical work �Semiology of Graphics� [Ber67]
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1. Introduction

where he identi�ed a set of fundamental visual variables and de�ned graph-
ical rules for their appropriate use. Since then, Bertin's concepts have been
constantly modi�ed and extended. Modern cartography transfers design
knowledge from 2D paper maps to new media [FAA+01]. On-screen inter-
active maps are designed to assist in visual data exploration and analyses
[AA99]. Cartographic visualization is also extended to abstract and non-
geographic data by spatialization [SF03].

Recently, e�orts have emerged to combine techniques from both cartogra-
phy and information visualization [Sku00, FS04]. Geographic visualization
(GeoVIS ) is a new, rapidly evolving domain, especially since the avail-
ability of geodata is increasing. In 1998, MacEachren compiled a research
agenda entitled �Visualization - Cartography for the 21st century� [Mac98]
and addressed GeoVIS research challenges. Since then, cartographic and
InfoVIS techniques have frequently been applied to design integrated geo-
visualization tools. Latest advances include multivariate analyses with self-
organizing maps [GGMZ05, SH03], studies on human activity patterns us-
ing 3D space-time paths [MPJ04], visual data mining in large-scale 3D city
models [BD05], and bivariate maps for public health studies [MGP+04].
Most recent activities in geovisualization research are discussed in [Kra06].

Pinnel et al. [PDBB00] conducted a study on visualization designs for ur-
ban modeling. They found out that map-centered visualizations are the
most useful portrayals for urban planning and analysis, since map lay-
out encodes location information, which is crucial for decision-making. A
map-based visualization approach, �The Indicator Browser�, was designed
by Schwartzman et al. [SB07] to display UrbanSim simulation results. The
browser uses comparative visualizations of 2D maps to satisfy multivari-
ability. This approach often impedes human vision to recognize complex
patterns across many dimensions.

Instead of encoding n-dimensional data in n 2D maps, Tominski et al.
[TSWS05] follow a di�erent approach to display monthly health data (see
Figure 1.4). They visualize time dependent multivariate disease informa-
tion as 3D pencil and helix icons geocoded on a base map. Their research
helps to analyze complex patterns across multivariate, spatial, and tem-
poral dimensions, but lacks a powerful database and GIS functionality to
manage, process, and distribute data. This problem is tackled by the web-
based Geospatial Database Online Visualization Environment GeoDOVE .
In [HJF06], Fairbairn et al. present a prototype visualization tool for inte-
grating geodatabase servers with 3D geodata visualization methods using
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1. Introduction

Figure 1.4.: Visualization of monthly health data by means of 3D icons on a
map [TSWS05]

Java3D (see Figure 1.5). Similar to this approach, Steiner et al. [SMG01]
developed a geovisualization tool for the internet where data is accessed
from an Oracle commercial database through a map-based Flash interface.
Also easily accessible to the public is gCensus [Imr07], a website that uses
dynamic, high-resolution maps from Google EarthTM to visualize US Cen-
sus 2000 data. Other 2D Google EarthTM visualizations are reported by
Pezanowski et al. [PTM07] who created an application to support crisis
management and by Wood et al. [WDSC07] in the context of interactive
visual exploration of a large spatio-temporal data set.

Figure 1.5.: GeoDOVE [HJF06]

From the review of literature we note that many di�erent approaches for
simulating and visualizing multidimensional geodata in the domains of
urban planning, computer science, information visualization, cartography,
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1. Introduction

and geovisualization exist. However, to date no integrated framework has
been established to combine the advantages of the reviewed approaches.
Although urban simulation tools like UrbanSim provide plausible predic-
tions and have been widely used to assist urban planners, they do not
allow for a prediction of future residential building types, which is crucial
for the analysis of some urban and environmental factors such as future
carbon footprints or material use. Also, planning tools lack an integrated
3D map-based visualization framework as presented in [TSWS05] that
can handle multidimensional geospatial data sets. Finally, a geodatabase
as reported in [HJF06] facilitates storing, processing, and distributing
data. Google EarthTM based visualization tools like gCensus [Imr07] or
the Mashup introduced by [WDSC07] increase data accessibility to the
general public, but both approaches do not make use of Google EarthTM's
ability to visualize data in 3D.

In this thesis, we develop a geovisualization framework to overcome above
stated drawbacks. Our framework is capable of visualizing large-scale
multidimensional geodata as 3D scalable geometries, superimposed on
Google EarthTM. In the remainder of this chapter, we state our research
objectives, provide an overview of the geovisualization framework, and
discuss the outline of this thesis.

1.2. Research Objective

Urban simulation models are frequently used for decision making, since
they communicate future impacts of planning decisions and allow envi-
sioning alternative futures. Yet, current simulation data on future urban
developments lack information on residential building types, which are cru-
cial for many sustainability metrics. Moreover, simulation results cannot
be visualized adequately with available planning systems. These systems
encounter serious visualization limitations due to increasing data set size
and multidimensionality. Consequently, participants in planning processes
are often confronted with the problem of making decisions without su�-
cient knowledge about possible futures.

The underlying goal of this research is to improve decision-support in
planning systems by developing a concept for an integrated simulation
and visualization platform. The wider scope of our contribution impacts
knowledge from many research domains including statistics, economics, ur-
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ban and environmental planning, cartography, information visualization,
and geovisualization.

First, we derive future residential building types from predicted demo-
graphic household pro�les. Dwelling types are estimated using multino-
mial logistic regression analysis and can be used to advance analyses of
future material use, carbon footprint calculations, and other indicators of
urban quality of life and livability.

Then, we close the gap between the simulation and visualization of mul-
tidimensional geospatial data on future urban environments. We set up a
powerful geodatabase to store, manage, and process simulation data. The
geodatabase provides the technical basis for our integrated geovisualiza-
tion framework. The focus of research here is on designing visualizations
applied speci�cally to the multidimensional simulation data at hand in or-
der to incorporate knowledge into planning processes. We aim at facilitat-
ing exploratory visual analyses of simulation data by creating a web-based
interactive geovisualization tool. Our framework uses Google EarthTM as
e�ective and easy-to-use visual interface to display abstracted 3D graph-
ical representations of data attributes on top of aerial photographs. This
contribution leads to a comprehensive, intuitive, and �exible environment
for visual data mining. Our tool is of relevance to both experts and non-
experts and will enhance understanding of the impacts of policy choices
on resulting population growth patterns.

1.3. Selected Approach

The geovisualization framework architecture mainly consists of three ar-
chitectural components (cp. Figure 1.6): a data processing layer, an object-
relational data base management system (ORDBMS ), and a geovisualiza-
tion layer.

Within the data processing layer, demographic data is joined, intersected,
and aggregated in ArcGIS from di�erent sources. The Assessors' �le makes
detailed property information available at parcel level and the Census of
Population and Housing provides aggregated statistical data on the num-
ber of persons as well as selected social, economic, and �nancial char-
acteristics. The US census data is reported at di�erent aggregation lev-
els, census blocks being the smallest geographic subdivision for which the
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1. Introduction

Figure 1.6.: Architecture of Geovisualization Framework

Census Bureau tabulates data. For a user de�ned base year, future resi-
dential building types are estimated based on from assessors' parcel and
census data by multinomial logistic regression (MNL) in SPSS [Mid07b].
The regression analysis provides estimation coe�cients, which are applied
to simulated demographic data sets in order to predict future dwelling
types. Data on household characteristics for future years is simulated in
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UrbanSim, a sophisticated modeling tool for policy driven forecasts of
regional employment, population, and land-use change in metropolitan
regions. The demographic simulation results and the estimated building
types are stored and managed in an object-relational PostgreSQL geo-
database. Within the database, demographic and geometric attributes can
be retained in a geographic reference frame.

From the PostgreSQL database, density, building types, and signi�cant
demographic variables are visualized in 3D space on top of a map with
scalable, georeferenced 3D geometries [Mid07a, MGH+08]. The variables
are mapped to visual attributes of di�erent geometric objects and visual-
ized through a Google Earth client interface. The idea is to enhance human
cognition by displaying abstract representations of multidimensional data
sets in a realistic context. Access to the geodatabase and choice of visu-
alization parameters is gained through a web-based PHP user interface.
The scalable georeferenced 3D geometries are encoded in KML, Google's
own markup language, as ready-to-visualize data sets.

The data pipeline preparation - simulation - estimation - visualization is
separated in two high level conceptual components: data processing/storage
and data visualization. This separation is also re�ected in the organization
of this thesis. Chapter 4 is dedicated to data-related framework compo-
nents, chapter 5 focuses on the visualization module. In the next section,
we provide an outline of the organization of this thesis.

1.4. Thesis Structure

The �rst chapter introduced the reader to the demands and challenges of
visualizing urban futures. We explored the theoretical and methodological
advances made in the domains of urban simulation and computer graphics.
After reviewing central visualization ideas related to procedural modeling,
urban simulation, cartography, information visualization, and geovisual-
ization, we proposed a GeoVIS framework for processing, managing, and
visualizing highly attributed geospatial data. The remainder of the thesis
is organized as follows:

In Chapter 2, we provide an overview of existing procedural modeling
techniques for generating virtual cities. We review and compare state-of-
the-art research projects including grammar-based and agent-based mod-
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els, statistical approaches, and real-time procedural modeling techniques.
A subsequent discussion reveals potential applications for procedurally
generated city models and explains the need for a di�erent, more abstract
visualization approach to analyze multidimensional urban simulation data.

Chapter 3 brie�y sketches the main components of the visualization frame-
work to provide a context of how each of these tools is employed to simu-
late, store, and visualize data on urban futures.

In Chapter 4, we develop an empirical model for the estimation of resi-
dential building types based on demographic characteristics. Our model
uses multinomial logistic regression to derive dwelling types, �rst from
UrbanSim data at a neighborhood scale, then from census data at a smaller
grid cell scale. Finally, we apply the estimated regression coe�cients to
UrbanSim output in order to predict future residential building types.

Chapter 5 introduces the prototype of our interactive geovisualization tool.
The prototype integrates UrbanSim output data and the empirical results
on estimated residential building types from the previous chapter for su-
perimposing on top of Google EarthTM. We describe how data is stored
and accessed using a PostgreSQL geodatabase. For the visualization, mul-
tiple data attributes are represented by 3D scalable geometries which are
generated from 2D geometric primitives. The geometries are output as
KML �le by means of PHP and SQL. Concluding, we show �nal visual-
ization results and identify central advantages and disadvantages of our
geovisualization approach.

Chapter 6 gives a synopsis of our new and comprehensive geovisualization
framework. We highlight contributions of this thesis, draw conclusions and
identify directions for further research.
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2. Procedural City Modeling -

A Survey

The problem of modeling large-scale virtual urban environments has re-
maines a challenging task, especially for integrating the promising ad-
vances in computer graphics with the critical decision-making tasks of ur-
ban planners. Cities are di�cult to model in detail, since buildings embody
diverse and complex geometries. Modeling large-scale 3D city models by
means of photogrammetric reconstruction is time and resource intensive,
often semi-automatic process and does not provide data for visualizing
future cityscapes.

Recently, signi�cant research in the area of computer graphics has been
dedicated to developing alternative visualizations in the �eld of procedural
modeling. Procedural modeling uses algorithms to generate 3D geometries
rather than storing an enormous amount of low-level primitives [Ebe96].
Creating formalized models is an e�cient and �exible way to reduce the
amount of stored data. Procedural modeling yields good results for repeat-
ing and random processes as well as for self-similar features like fractals
[Bat05].

In the following sections, we address di�erent techniques for procedural
city modeling, compare the classi�ed techniques, and discuss their useful-
ness for visualizing multidimensional projection data of urban simulation
models.

2.1. Grammar-based Models

In the context of procedural city modeling, formal grammars have proven
to be a powerful modeling tool. Recent approaches use so-called L-Systems
for generating a variety of geometric elements in 3D city models [CdSF05].
An L-System or Lindenmayer-System is a parallel string rewriting mecha-
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nism that alters a string iteratively according to speci�ed production rules.
The resulting string can be interpreted geometrically to produce graphi-
cal output. L-Systems were conceived by Aristid Lindenmayer [Lin68] to
describe the development of multicellular organisms. In the 90's, they be-
came a sophisticated computer graphics tool for simulating and visualizing
plant geometry [PL90].

Kato et al [KOO+98] are the �rst to reveal a substantial similarity be-
tween the growth of branching structures and the development of street
networks. They introduce a virtual city modeling technique using stochas-
tic parametric L-Systems to generate varying road networks. Their tech-
nique supports hierarchical street systems and can produce both linear
�ow systems and cellular networks (see Figure 2.1(a)).

The city modeling system CityEngine by Parish and Müller [PM01]
incorporates an advanced street generation algorithm based on extended
L-Systems. Unlike previous Lindenmayer-Systems, the enhanced grammar
allows for the creation of closed loops and intersecting road branches. This
is accomplished by adding self-sensitiveness to the nature of L-Systems.
CityEngine employs a hierarchical set of production rules and enables
the generation of streets that follow superimposed patterns. To derive a
large-scale road map (compare Figure 2.1(b)), geographical image maps
of elevation, vegetation, and land-water boundaries as well as geosta-
tistical maps on population density, zones, and land-use serve as input
data. Since the introduction of CityEngine, L-Systems have been widely
used for both reproducing existing street networks [GMB06] and creating
�ctional road maps [HMFN04]. Yet for modeling geometrically detailed
buildings, L-Systems are di�cult to adapt since they emulate growth-like
processes in open spaces, but realistically, building structures are bounded.

(a) Map and Tree L-Systems [KOO+98] (b) Self-sensitive L-Systems [PM01]

Figure 2.1.: Street networks generated with L-Systems
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CityEngine implements an L-System to generate simple buildings con-
sisting of translated and rotated boxes. In this way, large urban environ-
ments emerge, but with a low resulting Level of Detail (LoD).

Instant Architecture is a procedural technique developed by Wonka
et al. [WWSR03] for automatic modeling of geometrically detailed build-
ings. Their approach uses parametric split grammars, derived from the
concept of shape grammars [Sti80] which have been successfully applied
in architecture to construct and analyze architectural designs. Split gram-
mars operate with production rules consisting of geometric split opera-
tions. The idea is to generate geometrically rich 3D building layouts by
hierarchically subdividing building facades into simple attributed shapes
(see Figure 2.2(a)). Wonka et al. set up a large grammar rule database to
model various buildings in di�erent architectural styles. Instant Archi-

tecture yields to high LoD buildings, but is only applicable for small-
scale urban areas.

Inspired by Instant Architecture is the virtual 3D model of Roman
housing architecture presented in [MVUG05]. Müller et al. reproduce an-
cient sites by extending the functional range of the CityEngine system
to shape grammars similar to those introduced in [WWSR03]. The pro-
duction rules for the shape grammars are deduced from archaeological and
historical data to ensure a faithful reproduction of Roman architecture.
Plausibility is further enhanced by importing real building footprints and
streets as ground truth.

Also integrated in the CityEngine framework is a sophisticated tech-
nique for procedural modeling of computer graphics architecture evolved

(a) Instant Architecture [WWSR03] (b) Roman Housing [MVUG05]

Figure 2.2.: Architectural models generated with shape grammars
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Figure 2.3.: O�ce district and Pompeii, modeled with CGA shapes

[MWH+06]

by Müller et al. [MWH+06]. Their approach uses extended set grammars,
so-called CGA shapes, combining the bene�ts of [WWSR03] and [PM01].
CGA shapes are suited for creating large-scale and at the same time ge-
ometrically detailed 3D cityscapes. Intrinsic context sensitive shape rules
are applied sequentially to building footprints, the axioms of the produc-
tions, in order to generate mass models of the buildings. A mass model
is a union of simple volumes and can consist of highly complex polygo-
nal faces. In the next step, 2D building facades are extracted from the
3D shapes and structured into their elements. Here, CGA shapes re-use
the volumetric information to solve intersection con�icts between adjacent
facades. After adding details for ornaments, doors and windows to the fa-
cades, the buildings are �nally roofed with di�erent types of house tops.
In this manner, CGA shapes are applicable to model diverse urban areas
like o�ce districts, suburban environments and ancient cities (see Figure
2.3).

2.2. Agent-based Models

Agent-based models are computational models for simulating real world
phenomena and are closely related to cellular automata and multi agent
systems. The main modules of agent-based models are rule based agents,
situated in space and time. They reside in arti�cial environments, e.g.,
virtual cities, are free to explore their surroundings, and dynamically in-
teract with their environment and other agents. Simple transition rules
drive the agents' behavior and result in purposeful, intelligent, far more
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complex reactions. For a detailed introduction to computational agent-
based modeling, particularly regarding multi-agent systems, and a broad
introduction to automata-based urban modeling the reader is referred to
[BT04].

Figure 2.4.: Agent-based modeling of virtual cities [LWR+04]

Lechner et al. [LWR+04] present an approach to procedurally generate
virtual cities using an agent-based simulation. Their system depends on
a terrain description as low-level input and accepts optional parameters
like water level and road density. Three types of agents are responsible for
generating the road network by exploring the virtual space. Primary road
agents connect highly populated regions, extenders expand the existing
street network to urban areas not serviced by a road, and connectors in-
terlink poorly accessible areas with streets. To output a land usage map
(compare Figure 2.4) developer agents generate parcels and land use for
residential, commercial, and industrial zones. Finally, the map is visualized
using the SimCity 3000 graphics engine, as shown in Figure 2.4.

2.3. Statistical Models

As opposed to grammar-based and agent-based approaches, statistical
models utilize statistical propagation techniques to procedurally generate
urban environments. Statistical models are often employed to complement
other procedural modeling techniques and are rarely used stand-alone. An
example for the automatic generation of large geometric models based on
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Figure 2.5.: Statistical model of Manhattan [YBH+02]

statistical parameters is �A Di�erent Manhattan Project� [YBH+02]. Yap
et al. reconstruct the city of Manhattan based on the TIGER data set
and diverse physical parameters like average size and height of buildings,
zoning classi�cation of land use, and dominant architectural styles. The
parameters are statistically propagated over the city, using di�erent pa-
rameter scripts for varying districts in order to capture the uniqueness of
each neighbourhood. Landmarks such as the Empire State Building are
hand-coded into the geometric model to accomplish a realistic view of the
city skyline (see Figure 2.5).

2.4. Real-time Procedural Modeling

Research goals of computer graphics with respect to procedural models are
high realism and fast rendering of complex scenes. Other important char-
acteristics for procedural models in computer graphics are real-time and
interactivity. While the modeling approach by DiLorenzo et al. [DZT04]
is focused on the interactive animation of evolving cities, the technique
introduced in [GPSL03a, GSL04] concentrates on dynamic geometry ren-
dering in real-time. Greuter et al. have developed a method for generating
pseudo-in�nite virtual cities on-the-�y. Randomly generated regular poly-
gons are merged into �oor plans, extruded to parameterized buildings and
textured, resulting in high LoD o�ce districts. The model's building ge-
ometry is generated dynamically as needed inside the user's cone of sight
while the user is interactively exploring the city. This view frustum �lling
(see Figure 2.6) provides for the generation of pseudo-in�nite cityscapes
in real-time that would take a lifetime to explore.
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Figure 2.6.: Real-time generation of 'pseudo-in�nite' city [GPSL03a]

2.5. Classi�cation and Comparison of

Procedural Modeling Techniques

Previous sections reviewed state-of-the-art techniques in procedural mod-
eling, including grammar-based, agent-based, statistical, and dynamic mod-
els. The presented approaches mainly di�er in the following characteristics
(see Figure 2.7 for comparison):

• scalability/LoD (large-scale models vs. architectural models)

• realness (existent cities vs. �ctitious cities)

• dynamics (static vs. dynamic cities)

• input data (extensive vs. little input data)

These characteristics a�ect the believability of the procedural model, al-
though authenticity has a slightly di�erent focus in di�erent application
areas. Besides visual �delity, the realistic projection of economic input
parameters is a decisive factor for applicability in planning situations. In
contrast, gaming industry attaches importance to interactive, dynamic
procedural modeling in real-time.

Greuter et al. [GPSL03a] mainly contribute to the applicability of proce-
dural city modeling in computer graphics and visualization applications.
They dynamically generate visually interesting and complex buildings in
real-time with view frustum �lling, still their interactive model is inap-
plicable for planning purposes. It only supports one building type, o�ce
skyscrapers, and the transportation network does not correspond to a
realistic city, since streets are uniformly gridded. The procedural model
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Figure 2.7.: Predominant characteristics of procedural modeling techniques

of Yap et al. [YBH+02] overcomes this drawback by including transporta-
tion ground truth, the TIGER data set. On that account, the implemented
method only works for existing cities, not for future scenarios or �ctitious
cities. Apart from this, the �Di�erent Manhattan Project� does not take
into account the economic conditions of the modeled cityscape as well
as the dynamics of residents' activities. In considering these aspects, the
agent-based approach by Lechner et al. [LWR+04] simulates the devel-
opment of di�erent land use zones. Their model is suitable for planning
applications where no socio-economic data is required. The believability
of the agent-based simulation rests on more realistic urban layout, but
its application is limited due to an authentic road network with street
patterns and visual resemblance to real cities.

While Lechner et al. focus on land usage and building distribution, most
grammar-based approaches aim at colonizing road networks. Kato et al.
[KOO+98] generate road maps with two di�erent street patterns, whereas
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Parish et al. [PM01] enhance L-systems and implement production rules
that are easily extendible to several di�erent street patterns. Their method
is applicable for both reproducing existing cities and creating �ctitious or
future cities. Nevertheless, the L-system production rules do not allow a
proper representation of the buildings' functionality. This shortcoming is
somewhat overcome by Instant Architecture [WWSR03], o�ering a
variety of di�erent architectural styles and designs for individual buildings.
The complex geometric representation is at the expense of scalability since
the approach only focuses on architecture and disregards urban layout
and streets. Procedural modeling techniques combining large-scale models
with geometrically detailed architecture are introduced by Müller et al. In
[MVUG05] grammar-based techniques are combined to recreate ancient
Roman cities, and in [MWH+06] CGA shapes generate extensive urban
models with up to a billion polygons. Both approaches o�er high scalability
as well as strong visual �delity and are suited for the generation of ancient,
existing, and future cityscapes. Yet, to visualize potential future impacts of
planning decisions in urban planning applications, additional input data is
needed. The models have to incorporate correctly projected demographic
and economic data.

2.6. Discussion of Application Areas

As a result of ever-growing hardware performance and increasing user
demands, automatic 3D city modeling has become more and more impor-
tant for a number of application areas. Procedural content generation is a
promising technique in domains where the visual believability of a model
is more important than its socio-statistical validity.

Procedural models are useful for visualization and computer graphics ap-
plications, e.g., 3D computer games. Entertainment industry also bene�ts
from 3D virtual cityscapes in animated movie productions. In general,
procedural models are suitable for applications where the visualization of
look-alike cities is adequate and the empirical validity of the environmental
model is less relevant. To date, procedural approaches are not suitable for
the visualization of urban simulation data since they lack the capability
to model the impacts of human behavior on urban developments.

To overcome issues of empirical validity, we suggest combining agent-based
simulation tools like UrbanSim with grammar-based approaches like CGA
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shapes. Linking the parameters of a procedural model with data from
urban simulations will result in an integrated tool for the visualization of
existing and developing cities.

However, the usability of those models for the analyses of future urban
developments remains questionable. Procedural models digitally create a
highly complex visual reality that might impede visual data mining. A
realistic representation helps analysts to perceive urban environments in
a more tangible way, but at the same time it distracts from the actual task
of analyzing and comprehending the underlying complex data structures.
The real world is too complex to assimilate at once, we need abstraction to
help us interpret it [SBJ+01]. Realism can be distracting depending on the
speci�c nature of visualization and cognition is often enhanced through the
use of abstract symbols. As MacEachren points out in [Mac01], we have to
understand the relative advantages of realism and abstraction for di�erent
visualization tasks, users, and kinds of information representation.

For the visualization of multidimensional urban simulation data, we pro-
pose an integration of abstract and realistic 3D visualization. To e�ectively
enhance visual thinking, multidimensional data has to be visualized in a
way that the analyst can easily detect hidden patterns and relationships.
In Chapter 5, we will present an approach that makes uses of abstract visu-
alizations of geospatial data in a realistic 3D context. We will encode mul-
tidimensional urban simulation data as speci�ed graphic variables of di�er-
ent geometries and map those geometries to aGoogle EarthTM environment.
In the following chapter, we introduce key applications and components
for the proposed geovisualization framework.
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Applications and

Components

Basically, our framework works with any grid cell based urban simula-
tion model. We decided to integrate UrbanSim as simulation tool into the
framework, since it implements a very disaggregated microsimulation ap-
proach at a �ne spatial scale. UrbanSim takes individual households and
jobs into account at a �ne spatial resolution (usually 150m× 150m). Fur-
thermore, the microsimulation runs on an annual basis. To date, no other
simulation model performs at this level of detail in time, space, and in the
range of agents whose behaviors are modeled [WBN+03]. Section 3.1 will
provide a brief introduction to the UrbanSim model.

The inherent geospatial nature of UrbanSim grid cell based data requires
the implementation of a spatial database. So-called geodatabases extend
the database concept to storage, query, and editing of georeferenced ob-
jects. Accordingly, the projected demographic data from UrbanSim and
the estimated building type data is stored in a geodatabase implemented
in PostgreSQL (see Section 3.2).

Finally, we chose the geobrowser Google EarthTM (see Section 3.3) to vi-
sualize our UrbanSim simulation output. Google EarthTM o�ers an ex-
ploratory interface to visually synthesize and display information from
multiple data sources such as high resolution aerial photos, road net-
works, and place names. Since it is possible to superimpose georeferenced
3D buildings and customized cartographic symbols on the aerial photos,
Google EarthTM is an attractive environment for geovisualization.
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3.1. Data Modeling with UrbanSim

UrbanSim [Wad02, BW04] is a spatially disaggregated land use and trans-
portation simulation software package for modeling the possible long-term
e�ects of di�erent policies on urban developments. More precisely, it sim-
ulates the interactions among the di�erent decision-making actors such as
households, employers, developers, and policy-makers to determine their
collective impact on future transportation and land use.

Figure 3.1.: Data integration process (c.f. [Wad02])

UrbanSim consists of several model components that simulate di�erent ac-
tors in the urban development process, including discrete choice models for
household moving and residential location, for business choice of employ-
ment location, and for developer choices of locations and types of real es-
tate development. An overview of the UrbanSim evolution as well as a de-
tailed description of implemented model components is given in [BWF06]
and [WBN+03] respectively. The open source simulation model was de-
veloped by a research group in Washington and is currently integrated in
the Digital Phoenix project [GHK+07] at ASU, Arizona State University
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to predict population and job distributions in the Phoenix Metropolitan
area.

UrbanSim input data is aggregated from various sources (see Figure 3.1)
and spatially mapped to a georeferenced grid cells �le. Base year data
includes information on parcels from the Assessor's o�ce, employment
data, and Census data. Additional input data on city, county, and ur-
ban growth boundaries as well as environmental and tra�c information is
overlaid in ArcGIS. The UrbanSim data store contains a grid cells table,
a jobs table holding information on each job and its employment sector
in the grid cells, and a household table. The latter is synthesized prob-
abilistically and compiles demographic characteristics for each household
in the metropolitan area.

Subsequent to the data integration process, the UrbanSim simulation is
run for a prede�ned number of years. The output projection tables include
data on future households with grid cell location and demographic char-
acteristics, future jobs, and exogenous input data. The projection results
can be integrated into a variety of analyses, e.g., the analysis of future
population density, material use, or carbon footprints.

3.2. Data Management with PostGreSQL

and PostGIS

PostgreSQL [Pos07] is an open source object-relational database man-
agement system (ORDBMS ) that allows for managing data. In contrast
to relational database management systems, an ORDBMS is not limited
to a pre-de�ned set of data types, which raises the level of abstraction.
PostgreSQL natively supports i.a. arbitrary precision numerics, unlimited
length text, arrays, and geometric primitives (points, lines, and polygons).
In addition, it provides support for the integration of custom data types
and methods in the database.

As geospatial extension to the PostgreSQL backend server, we use the
PostGIS module [Ref05]. PostGIS is an open source add-on developed
by Refractions Research under the GNU General Public License and en-
ables PostgreSQL to integrate spatial data structures into the database.
PostGIS follows the Simple Features for SQL speci�cation (SFS ) from
the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC ). The OGC is an international
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non-pro�t organization that is leading the development of standards for
geospatial and location based services [Ope07]. As a Simple Features for
SQL compliant spatial database, PostGIS includes the geometry types di-
agrammed in Figure 3.2 and provides functionality for spatially enabled
SQL queries like distance between geographic objects, unions, calculation
of perimeter, and bu�ering.

Figure 3.2.: OGC Simple Feature Speci�cation (cf. [Ope07])

3.3. Data Visualization with

Google EarthTM

Created by Keyhole Inc. and originally named Earth Viewer, the geo-
browser Google EarthTM [Goo07b] maps the earth by superimposing satel-
lite images and aerial photos on a virtual globe. Google EarthTM allows
the user to interactively browse the globe in a 3D view and to zoom from
space into street level views. Data is streamed from Google's Server upon
request to the client computer. To date, most parts of the earth's surface
are covered with images having a minimum resolution of 15 meters and a
maximum age of 3 years.

The aerial photographs are mapped onto a digital elevation model (DEM )
provided by NASA. Google EarthTM uses a map projection called General
Perspective to show the earth as it appears from space. This cartographic
projection resembles an orthographic projection, but instead of an in�nite
point of perspective it has a �nite point of perspective near the globe.
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Figure 3.3.: A Placemark in Google EarthTM

Google EarthTM has the capability to combine the multi-resolution raster
image representation of the planet with any kind of georeferenced data.
The geobrowser allows overlaying a wide set of geographic features like
streets, freeways, and county borders. The user can �lter those data sets
by space, time, and layer. Furthermore, Google EarthTM supports an over-
lay of points of interests (Placemarks, see Figure 3.3) as well as 3D build-
ings and structures onto the surface. Layers containing geospatial data
are managed through the so-called Keyhole Markup Language KML (see
Section 5.2.5).

All in all, Google EarthTM is a free, easy-to-use, interactive application
to visually explore high-resolution aerial photographs, terrain, and su-
perimposed geographic data in an integrated manner. This visualization
approach highlights spatial relationships between real-world locations and
overlaid geodata.

In Chapter 5, we will present how more abstract data and demographic
variables can be visualized on top of Google EarthTM to support the analy-
sis of urban simulation data. The following chapter introduces a statistical
method to derive building types from demographic data, which then pro-
vides the three-dimensional attributes for visualization.
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4. Estimation of Residential

Building Types

As stated in Section 1.3, future building types and their spatial distribu-
tion is derived from UrbanSim output data. The predicted building type
information is important for the analysis of future material use, carbon
footprint calculations, and for visualizing simultaneously the results of
land usage, density, and other signi�cant parameters in 3D space.

The mapping between dwelling types and UrbanSim household charac-
teristics is realized with regression analysis. Regression maps the values
from a predictor variable in such a way that the prediction error is mini-
mized. The analysis involves more than one predictor, since our input data
(see Section 4.2) is given as multi-dimensional vectors with one dimension
for every demographic variable. In order to investigate the e�ect of more
than one independent variable on the discrete outcome, we use multino-
mial logistic regression (MNL). This kind of regression can handle several
predictors as input variables as well as polytomous response variables with
more than two output categories.

First, we estimate building type distributions based on demographic house-
hold information at a census block group scale (Section 4.3). For this pur-
pose, we form clusters with typical building type distributions by k-means
to establish nominal categories for the regression model (Section 4.3.1).
Then, the log odds of the clustered neighborhood category predictors are
modeled as a linear function of the categories' covariates in the estimation
process (Section 4.3.2). This approach gives good results, but implies a
possible correlation of the clustered building type categories. Therefore,
we re�ne our model in Section 4.4 and estimate building types at spatial
scale of grid cells used in UrbanSim projections. Estimating coe�cients for
a set of 150m× 150m grid cells with demographic data synthesized from
Census (Section 4.4.2) gives slightly better results than using synthesized
UrbanSim household data obtained from the households table (Section
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4.4.1). Finally, the estimated coe�cients are applied to UrbanSim sim-
ulation output (Section 4.5). Prediction results are discussed in the last
section of this chapter.

4.1. Multinomial Logistic Regression (MNL)

Multinomial logit analysis has a wide range of applications in behavioral
assessment and categorical data analysis.MNL is widely-used in social sci-
ences and has a long tradition in the economics of consumer choice. Multi-
nomial logit refers to the conditional discrete choice model, �rst introduced
and most notably in�uenced by McFadden [McF73, McF76, McF97]. Since
then, a lot of research has been conducted in econometrics to develop
multinomial logit models of residential location choice. John Quigley inves-
tigated consumers' qualitative choice behavior of residential location and
building type in Pittsburgh, using a nested MNL [Qui76], a generalization
of McFadden's conditional logit model. Weisbrod assessed household loca-
tion choice based on tradeo�s between accessibility and other housing and
location characteristics [WBAL80]. Multinomial logit models were more
recently applied to estimate the relationship between the overall level of
housing prices and the mix of building types [Ska99]. Furthermore, dis-
crete choice analysis was successfully adopted in transportation planning
to examine travel demand [BAL85].

The process of predicting values of multilevel responses with unordered
qualitative categorical outcomes by means of MNL is described below
(compare [PX99]).

Consider the polytomous outcomes yi for a dependent variable with J
categories where i denotes the ith respondent. Let the response probability
Pij represent the probability of a particular outcome, thus the chances that
the iths respondent falls into category j. Consider that xi is the vector of
predictors storing values for the independent variables and β the regression
parameter vector. Then, the linear relationship

zij = x′
iβj =

K∑
k=0

βjkxik = αj +
K∑

k=1

βjkxik (4.1)

renders the parameters of the model estimable, and we can calculate the
set of coe�cients βjk which correspond to the covariates xik of the response
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probabilities. For the outcome yi, the probability of selecting j is:

P (yi = j|xi) = Pij =
ezij∑J
j=1 ezij

=
ex

′
iβj∑J

j=1 ex
′
iβj

=
ex

′
iβj

1 +
∑J

j=2 ex
′
iβj

(4.2)

This probability statement has the constraint that all probabilities must
sum up to 1:

J∑
j=1

Pij = 1 (4.3)

The multinomial logistic regression is a generalized discrete choice model
for nominal response variables [Agr02]. Discrete choice multinomial logit
models are widely used in economics and di�er from the standard model
in a way that the explanatory variables vary not only by outcome but
also by individual. It is assumed that the individual has preferences over
a set of alternatives, e.g., travel modes, and chooses the alternative which
maximizes utility:

yi = j if uij ≥ max(ui1, . . . , uiJ) uij = r′
ijβ + εij (4.4)

r′
ijβ is the systematic component of alternative j that considers the char-

acteristics of the choice as well as the preferences of the individual and ε
is a stochastic term.

The multinomial logistic model simultaneously describes log odds for all(
J
2

)
category pairs. The log-odds of membership in one category of the de-

pendents versus an arbitrary baseline category, normally the �rst category,
are �tted as a linear function of covariates xi:

log

(
Pij

Pi1

)
= x′

iβj (4.5)

The odds between two arbitrary categories j and j′ are calculated as fol-
lows:

Pij

Pij′
= ex

′
i(βj−βj′ ) (4.6)

Regression parameters are estimated using maximum likelihood. This is a
stable calculation, since the log-likelihood of the probabilities is convex.
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4.2. Mapping the Real World

In this section, we present how a mapping between building types and
demographics is accomplished and introduce the input data for our multi-
nomial logistic regression model.

Let D denote a convex set of demographic household characteristics d, B
denote a convex set of building types b and C be a set of contexts c. We
assume that demographic household characteristics within a prede�ned
context have an impact on the residents' choice of building types. Then,
the mathematical mapping function Φ from the input sets D and C to
the output set B can be derived by discrete choice modeling from the

relationship (D, C)
Φ→ B with given input and output sets (see Figure

4.1).

Figure 4.1.: Mapping the real world

In the remainder of this work, we will focus on data from Maricopa County
to illustrate our approach. Maricopa is located in the center of the U.S.
state of Arizona (see Figure 4.2) with county seat in Arizona's largest city
and capital Phoenix. As of 2000, Maricopa County had 3,072,149 residents
in 1,132,886 households [US 07].

For the simulation in UrbanSim and the �nal estimation of building types,
we superimpose a regular, georeferenced grid on Maricopa County with
a resolution of 150m × 150m. These grid cells serve as reference units
for the prediction of future demographics and for the multinomial logistic
regression.
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Figure 4.2.: Maps of Arizona and Maricopa County

Demographics

In our model, the feature vectors d store aggregated household informa-
tion on demographic backgrounds. The following measures of household
characteristics are included into d for the subsequent regression analysis:

• population density

• median age

• average household size

• median household income

• average number of children per household

• average number of cars per household

• percentage of Hispanics and minorities

• distance to nearest highway

• average age of structures built
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Context

The context vectors c are discretely time dependent and contain the social,
legal, and political framework associated with the spatial location of the
modeled environment. The context can be used to calibrate the model
and to generate di�erent scenarios. In the remainder of this analysis, C
will be treated as exogenous and not part of the model. For the regression
analysis, C is predetermined to match the current context of Maricopa
County to simplify the model.

Building Types

The building type vector b is a container for information on the physical
characteristics of dwellings. In the current model, b is restricted to resi-
dential buildings. We derive the building type vectors from the Maricopa
County Assessors data for 2000, which is an extensive database providing
detailed property information at parcel level.

We use ArcGIS to intersect the Assessors �le with the Census data, to
prepare and store the output table as a shape �le. According to the Pri-
mary Use Code, we de�ne single family dwellings and apartments as the
two main residential building type categories. The single family category
is subclassi�ed into lots with di�erent sizes, the apartments are subdi-
vided according to the number of housing units. Altogether, we obtain
nine di�erent building type categories:

Apartments Single family dwellings

2− 24 units lot size < 6, 742 sqrft (XXS)
25− 99 units 6, 742 < lot size < 7, 986 sqrft (X)
> 100 units 7, 986 < lot size < 9, 801 sqrft (S)

9, 801 < lot size < 12, 705 sqrft (M)
12, 705 < lot size < 18, 150 sqrft (L)

lot size > 18, 150 sqrft (XL)

Table 4.1.: Building types

After establishing the building type categories, we obtain a frequency
count of each building type for each reference unit (block groups in Sec-
tion 4.3 and grid cells in Section 4.4) and transform the count data into
percentages. The result is a building type composition where all building
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types add up to 100 percent in each reference unit. Figures 4.3 to 4.5 show
Google EarthTM aerial photographs of representative building types in the
Phoenix metropolitan area.

Figure 4.3.: Single family dwellings, very small lots (a) and small lots (b)

Figure 4.4.: Single family dwellings, medium lots (a) and large lots (b)

Figure 4.5.: Apartments, 5 units (a), 25− 100 units (b), > 100 units (c)
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4.3. Block Group Based Estimation

Before disaggregating the demographic information to the spatial scale of
grid cells in Section 4.4.2, we will run the regression analysis with demo-
graphic data at census block group level. A block group is an aggregation
of census blocks and generally contains between 600 and 3,000 people. Due
to the relatively coarse spatial resolution, most block group assembles a
mix of di�erent building types rather than being a homogeneous compo-
sition of dwellings (see Figure 4.6). Consequently, we have to �nd similar
building type distributions and classify them into di�erent typical neigh-
borhood categories. To build these categories, the percentages of building
types in each block group are calculated from frequency count data and
then grouped together into classes of similar neighborhoods by means of
clustering. Clustering is an unsupervised learning technique used in sta-
tistical data analysis to determine the inherent grouping in a collection of
unclassi�ed data. For an overview of classical data mining techniques and
a detailed description of di�erent clustering methods see [TSK05].

Figure 4.6.: Percentages of di�erent building types in each block group
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4.3.1. Clustering

To �nd signi�cant neighborhood patterns in the building type data, we
use a standard k-means algorithm. K-means iteratively partitions m data
points x1, x2, . . . , xm into a user-speci�ed number of k clusters c1, c2, . . . , ck,
assigning all data points to their closest cluster centroid. In our case, the
data to be clustered is a set of real-valued vectors in n-dimensional feature
space where each building type adds a new dimension. Distances between
those vectors are de�ned by the Euclidean metric.

The a priori choice of the optimal number of clusters k is essential for
reasonable clustering results. Forming homogeneous clusters is especially
di�cult for high-cardinality data. Choosing a large k will reduce the im-
pact of noise on the categorization, but will also result in fuzzier clus-
ter boundaries. The challenge is to create homogeneous clusters and at
the same time minimize k. Table 4.2 shows the clustering result of the

Cluster

1 2 3 4 5 6

apartments 2-24 units (in %) 3.6 39.2 2.0 2.2 3.4 2.8
apartments 25-99 units (in %) 5.2 9.5 0.1 0.9 1.0 1.2
apartments >100 units (in %) 69.9 4.4 0.0 3.4 4.0 2.7
single family, XXS lots (in %) 5.8 11.5 2.8 8.4 52.2 5.5
single family, XS lots (in %) 5.9 15.7 2.1 30.6 23.3 5.3
single family, S lots (in %) 4.1 8.6 2.1 38.6 10.0 16.1
single family, M lots (in %) 1.8 4.2 2.8 10.8 4.3 36.4
single family, L lots (in %) 1.0 2.5 6.4 4.3 1.8 19.3
single family, XL lots (in %) 1.1 2.6 83.0 1.9 1.6 12.1

Table 4.2.: Final cluster centers

k-means algorithm after 14 iterations, presenting the centroids for every
cluster. The optimal number of clusters k = 6 was determined empirically.
From the most representative cluster prototypes we see that apartments
with over 100 units and single family dwellings with very large lots clearly
emerge as the prominent building types in clusters number 1 and 3. The
typical building type distributions of the other clusters are more hetero-
geneous with variable dwelling types.

After �nding the cluster centroids, each block group in the data set is
assigned to the nearest cluster centroid based upon the dwelling type
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distribution in the block group. The assigned building type cluster is then
estimated from demographic variables usingMNL in the following section.

4.3.2. Empirical Analysis and Statistical Tests

The building type distributions derived in the previous section are used
as dependent variables xi in our multinomial regression model. The six
neighborhood category outcomes provided below are interpreted according
to the cluster centers (see table 4.2):

1 = mainly apartments
2 = balance between apartments and single family,

majority of apartments < 25 units
3 = mainly single family, XL lots
4 = mainly single family, S and XS lots
5 = mainly single family, XS and XXS lots
6 = mainly single family, majority of M lots

N Marginal Percentage

1 283 13.9%
2 327 16.0%
3 117 5.7%
4 539 26.4%

Cluster Number 5 555 27.2%
of Case 6 219 10.7%

Total 2040 100.0%

Table 4.3.: Case processing summary

Table 4.3 shows the number and percentage of block groups in every cluster
that are included in the analysis. The demographic vectors d of aggregated
household information at the block group level, introduced in Section 4.2,
are the explanatory variables considered in the estimation process. To pre-
dict the outcome categories in the multinomial logit model, we incorporate
2040 block groups of Maricopa County with a total number of 1,115,570
households. The rounded average household size per block group is 3 per-
sons, and the average median income per household is $48,745. About
17% of the block groups have a majority of Hispanics, whereas 75% of
the block groups have predominantly White population. The number of
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children per household in every block group averages 0.7 with a rounded
number of one car per household. After building the MNL model with the
described input data, we run the regression and assess the �t of our model
to the data with di�erent statistical tests as described below.

Goodness of Fit Test

Pearson and Deviance are the most prevalent goodness-of-�t statistics used
to validate the model in multinomial logistic regression. They test the null
hypothesis that the model adequately �ts the data. In our logit model,
we have several predictors with continuous values as covariates causing
many subpopulations with zero frequencies. Because of the many cells
with expected zero values, the test statistics lack large sample properties
and a dependable goodness-of-�t test is not provided.

Pseudo R2

In multinomial logistic regression, a direct analog to the R-Squared statis-
tic as used in ordinary least-squared regression does not exist. R2 cannot
be computed, since R2 measures the variability in the dependents, but
the variance of a categorical predictor is a function of the variable's fre-
quency distribution. To summarize the strength of the association between
the dependent and independent variables, MNL uses pseudo R2 statistics
which are designed to have similar characteristics to the R2 statistic. Re-
gression output table 4.4 shows three pseudo R2 estimates: Cox and Snell
R2, Nagelkerke's R2, and McFadden's R2. Larger values between 0 and 1
indicate a better explanation of the variation by the model, which means
that our model performs reasonably well.

Cox and Snell 0.736
Nagelkerke 0.763
McFadden 0.398

Table 4.4.: Pseudo R2
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Model -2 Log Likelihood χ2 DoF Signi�cance

Intercept Only 6841.390
Final 4121.008 2720.382 55 0.000

Table 4.5.: Model �tting information

Likelihood-Ratio Tests

Before examining individual coe�cients, we will assess the signi�cance
of the MNL by showing that the model �ts the data better than a null
model. The overall test of the null hypotheses that the regression coe�-
cients β for all of the variables x in the model are 0 is called likelihood
ratio test. Likelihood denotes the probability that the estimated values
of the dependent may be predicted from the independents. The likeli-
hood ratio is a function of log likelihood and makes a statement about
the signi�cance of the unexplained variance in the outcome. As shown in
Table 4.5, the chi-square distributed di�erence between the -2 log like-
lihood (-2LL) values for the null hypothesis and the �nal model has an
observed signi�cance level of 0.000 (rounded). Therefore, we can reject
the null hypothesis that the MNL model without predictors performs as
well as the model with predictors. The results provide strong support for
the overall model signi�cance, but the previous test does not assure that
every predictor variable is signi�cant for the prediction. In order to test
individual model parameters, we have to check the contribution of each
predictor to the model separately. Therefore, we create a reduced model
by omitting one independent variable at a time and use a likelihood ratio
test to analyze the di�erences in -2LL between the overall model and the
nested model. This process tests whether the coe�cient for the omitted
e�ect can be treated as zero if the e�ect does not have an in�uence on the
regression. Table 4.6 shows that the test clearly rejects the null hypothe-
sis for almost all independents included in the analysis. Yet, the average
number of cars and children per household do not contribute to the model
at a very high level of signi�cance (level of signi�cance > 0.05). For this
reason, the variables will be excluded from the MNL model.

Classi�cation

An indicator for how well the multinomial logistic regression model pre-
dicts categories of the polytomous dependent variable is the so-called clas-
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E�ects

Model Fitting Likelihood

Criteria Ratio Tests

-2 Log Likelihood

Reduced Model χ2 DoF Sig.

Intercept 4464.185 343.178 5 0.000
Population Density 4368.175 247.168 5 0.000
Median Age 4216.168 95.160 5 0.000
Median Household Income 4257.356 136.348 5 0.000
Av. #Children p. Household 4128.715 7.707 5 0.173
Av. #Cars p. Household 4128.971 7.963 5 0.158
Minorities in % 4150.439 29.432 5 0.000
Hispanics in % 4139.113 18.106 5 0.003
City 4132.266 11.259 5 0.046
Av. Household Size 4242.518 121.510 5 0.000
Distance to Highway 4156.048 35.041 5 0.000
Av. Age of Structure Built 4432.104 311.096 5 0.000

Table 4.6.: Likelihood ratio statistics, reduced model

si�cation table. Table 4.7 shows the classi�cation table for ourMNLmodel.
This J × J table crosstabulates observed categories with predicted cate-
gories and helps measuring correct and incorrect estimates. The diagonals
contain correct predictions, whereas cells o� the diagonal are falsely pre-
dicted. For example, 198 of the 283 block groups observed to be in neigh-
borhood category 1 (mainly apartments) were classi�ed correctly. The

Predicted

Percent

Observed 1 2 3 4 5 6 Correct

1 198 43 1 12 27 2 70.0%
2 39 216 4 23 43 2 66.0%
3 1 3 86 6 8 13 73.5%
4 15 32 7 331 129 25 61.4%
5 27 58 8 151 301 10 54.2%
6 2 7 16 84 17 93 42.5%

Overall

Percentage 13.8% 17.6% 6.0% 29.8% 25.7% 7.1% 60.0%

Table 4.7.: Classi�cation table

table shows good results in terms of correct predictions. In most of the
cases, the percentage of correctly predicted categories exceeds 60 percent.
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The null model which classi�es all cases according to the modal category
classi�es correctly for only 13.9% of the cases (compare 4.7). Furthermore,
the classi�cation table proves that our MNL has homoscedasticity, since
the percentage of correct predictions is approximately the same for every
row.

4.3.3. Results

The model parameters of our multinomial logistic regression are compiled
in the Appendix (see A.1). Exemplarily, the parameter estimates for neigh-
borhood category 5 are summarized in table 4.8.

For each cluster except the reference category, we get estimated logit coef-
�cients β associated with each predictor as well as a value for the intercept.
The (J − 1) logits β can be used in prediction equations to generate lo-
gistic scores and thus are the key to predicting future building types. The

β Std. Error DoF Sig. Exp(β)

Intercept -16.6966 1.3311 1 0.0000
Population -0.3195 0.0725 1 0.0000 0.7265
Median Age 0.1195 0.0150 1 0.0000 1.1269

Median Income 0.0001 0.0000 1 0.0000 1.0001
Minorities in % -0.0387 0.0157 1 0.0137 0.9620
Hispanics in % 0.0004 0.0179 1 0.9809 1.0004

Av. Household Size 4.8590 0.3622 1 0.0000 128.8943
Dist. to Highway 0.0001 0.0001 1 0.3375 1.0001
Age of Head 0.0251 0.0087 1 0.0037 1.0254

Table 4.8.: Parameter estimates for cluster 5 (single family, XS & XXS lots)

algebraic sign of the coe�cients determines the e�ect of each predictor
on the model. Positive parameter estimates like the average household
size increase the likelihood of the response category with respect to ref-
erence category 1. Responses with signi�cant negative coe�cients as the
percentage of minorities reduce the likelihood of that category. In general,
the e�ect of the predictors is strongest for category 3 versus 1 and weak-
est for category 2 versus the reference category. The table also shows the
standard error of the coe�cients and the odds ratio, labeled as Exp(β).
Looking at the signi�cance of the explanatory variables, average household
size, median age, average age of structure built, and population density
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Figure 4.7.: Predicted vs. observed neighborhood categories

are highly signi�cant for predicting building types. The signi�cance level
of the variable depicting the percentage of minorities varies but shows an
overall signi�cance whereas the percentage of Hispanics per block group
does not seem to be important for this prediction. Finally, the distance to
the nearest Highway is not signi�cant for three of the categories, but is
very important for predicting categories 3 and 6. Figure 4.7 shows a com-
parative visualization of the predicted and observed categories for sample
block groups in Maricopa County. The prediction is based on the logit co-
e�cients calculated earlier. Additionally, a di�erence picture of correctly
and incorrectly predicted categories can be seen in Figure 4.8. Here, block
groups with matching response and observed category are colored blue,
whereas neighborhoods with mismatching categories appear in red. Both
visualizations a�rm the prediction rate of about 60 percent as stated in
the classi�cation table (see Section 4.7).
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Figure 4.8.: Di�erence picture of correct vs. incorrect predictions

4.4. Grid Cell Based Estimation

All tests in the previous section provided strong support that our model
�ts the data reasonably well and that logit regression is a coherent frame-
work for assessing the relationship between demographic characteristics
and the type of residential neighborhoods people live in. So far, we pre-
dicted di�erent neighborhood categories rather than distinct dwelling types
due to the coarse block group resolution available from Census. A major
drawback of this approach is that a correlation of the response variables
cannot be excluded. A correlation violates the Independence of Irrelevant
Alternatives (IIA) assumption within the MNL framework. Multinomial
logistic regression assumes that the odds of predicting one outcome over
any other outcome are not dependent on the number or characteristics
of the other responses. If the IIA assumption does not hold, the logistic
regression will yield biased estimates because of correlated error terms.

Our clustering produces typical building type distribution categories that
are as distinct as possible. Nevertheless, to fully satisfy independence
across the model's response categories, we will reduce the reference unit
size from block groups to grid cells. This will allow us to estimate indepen-
dent homogeneous building types on a grid cells level instead of potentially
correlated building type distributions on a block group level.

4.4.1. Estimation using Synthesized Data from

UrbanSim

For the second MNL model we use synthesized grid cell based household
data from UrbanSim to reduce the heterogeneity of building types within
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our de�ned spatial units. Since demographic data at the household level
are generally not available, UrbanSim uses a Household Synthesis Utility
to synthesize demographic data available in the U.S. Census tables and
the Public Use Microdata Samples (PUMS ) from Census. The utility gen-
erates a synthetic pro�le of each individual household at the census block
level. The households are allocated to census blocks so that marginal to-
tals are preserved and the demographic pro�le of each census block is
re�ected by the household characteristics reported for the census block.
These households are then intersected with the grid cell boundary �le to
determine the location of each household by a grid cell identi�er. For a
detailed description of methods to create baseline synthetic populations
of households using Census data we refer to [BBM96].

4.4.1.1. Empirical Analysis and Statistical Tests

In our grid cell based multinomial regression model for Maricopa County,
we assign a dominant building type to each grid cell by identifying the
dwelling type with most frequency counts per grid cell weighted by res-
idential units. The nine building type categories established in Section
4.3.2 are aggregated to four major building type categories in order to
avoid small case numbers (see case processing summary, Figure 4.9). The
smaller set of building type categories avoids underrepresented categories
with relatively low marginal percentages that are di�cult to estimate.

The resulting building types for the grid cell based MNL analysis are cat-
egorized as follows:

1 = single family, small lots (formerly XS and XXS lots)
2 = single family, medium lots (formerly S and M lots)
3 = single family, large lots (formerly L and XL lots)
4 = apartments

Table 4.9 shows the number of grid cells for each building type, summing
up to a total of 34,013 grid cells. Again, the explanatory variables for our
regression model are the feature vectors d ∈ D. This time, they contain
synthesized demographic data from UrbanSim, i.e., population density,
income, percentage of minorities and Hispanics, household size, distance
to nearest highway as well as number of cars and children. In the follow-
ing paragraphs, we review the estimation results of the re�ned regression
analysis using statistical tests to evaluate the model.
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N Marginal Percentage

1 6,339 18.6%
2 3,872 11.4%

Cluster Number 3 22,704 66.8%
of Case 4 1,098 3.2%

Total 34,013 100.0%

Table 4.9.: Case processing summary

Pseudo R2

The pseudo R2 measures below are lower compared to the measures ob-
tained in the block group based model. This indicates a weaker association
between the variables in the grid cell based unit model when UrbanSim
synthesized data is used. However, it must be noted that pseudo R2 values
tend to be smaller than R2 (from ordinary least-squared regressions) and
values of 0.2 to 0.4 for McFadden's R2 are considered satisfactory.

Cox and Snell 0.318
Nagelkerke 0.375
McFadden 0.203

Table 4.10.: Pseudo R2

Likelihood-Ratio Tests

Table 4.11 displays the results of a likelihood ratio test comparing our
model to a reduced model with the constant only. The likelihood ratio
test yields a test statistic of 51012.743. This statistic is distributed χ2

with 27 degrees of freedom and allows a rejection of the null hypothesis
at a signi�cance of much smaller than 1 · 10−4. The rejection of this null

Model -2 Log Likelihood χ2 DoF Signi�cance

Intercept Only 64020.221
Final 51012.743 13007.478 27 0.000

Table 4.11.: Model �tting information

hypothesis implies that our model �ts signi�cantly better than the baseline
model. Again, to test individual model parameters on signi�cance, we use
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the likelihood ratio test to create a nested reduced model and drop one
independent variable at a time. Test results are compiled in table 4.12.
In contrast to the block group based estimation, all predictors in the grid
cell based estimation are highly signi�cant for the multinomial logistic
regression analysis.

E�ects

Model Fitting Likelihood

Criteria Ratio Tests

-2 Log Likelihood

Reduced Model χ2 DoF Sig.

Intercept 51389.51 367.77 3 0.00
Population Density 51049.55 36.80 3 0.00
Median Age 51285.49 272.75 3 0.00
Median Household Income 51735.22 722.48 3 0.00
Av. #Children p. Household 51074.41 61.67 3 0.00
Av. #Cars p. Household 51375.07 362.32 3 0.00
Minorities in % 52510.23 1497.48 3 0.00
Hispanics in % 52032.74 1020.00 3 0.00
Av. Household Size 51392.30 379.62 3 0.00
Distance to Highway 53459.21 2446.47 3 0.00

Table 4.12.: Likelihood ratio statistics, reduced model

Classi�cation

The classi�cation table (see table 4.13) shows the correspondence between
observed and predicted building types by grid cells. The model shows
an overall estimation improvement with 70.7% compared to the overall
percentage of 60.0% from the block group based regression analysis in
Section 4.3.2. Regardless, building type categories 2 (single family, medium
lot) and 4 (apartment) were poorly predicted and the overall percentage
of 70.0% is achieved solely by an outstanding 95.1% prediction of dwelling
type category 3 (single family, large lot).

4.4.1.2. Results

The unbalanced classi�cation table and the low pseudo R2 measures sug-
gest that a di�erent approach to aggregating the feature vectors d ∈ D
is desirable for predicting building types. It seems reasonable to assume
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Predicted

Percent

Observed 1 2 3 4 Correct

1 2253 58 3957 71 35.5%
2 518 99 3229 26 2.6%
3 1034 15 21601 54 95.1%
4 781 3 284 93 8.5%

Overall Percentage 13.3% 0.5% 85.5% 0.7% 70.7%

Table 4.13.: Classi�cation table

that the process of household synthesis does not accurately represent the
underlying data at the micro-spatial level (although its estimates may
be adequate for the purpose of urban simulation). In the next section, we
adopt a di�erent approach that uses the grid cell based geography together
with actual census information rather than the synthesized demographic
data.

4.4.2. Estimation Using Census Data

In order to assign census data to grid cells, we intersect the Maricopa
County block group shape �le with the UrbanSim grid cell base �le and
assign census demographics to each household in the corresponding grid
cell. Other model input parameters remain unmodi�ed.

4.4.2.1. Empirical Analysis and Statistical Tests

Since building type vectors and the reference unit persist from the previ-
ous analysis, the case processing summary with marginal percentages for
building type categories equals table 4.9. After re-running the regression,
we once again test the results of the multinomial logistic regression model
for data �t and signi�cance of coe�cients.

Pseudo R2

In contrast to the pseudo R2 measures from the previous regression analy-
sis, pseudo R2 values improve signi�cantly when census demographic data
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is used. The pseudo R2 values in Table 4.14 compare well with the satis-
factory measures obtained in the block group based regression model (see
Section 4.3.2).

Cox and Snell 0.523
Nagelkerke 0.617
McFadden 0.393

Table 4.14.: Pseudo R2

Likelihood-Ratio Tests

The test statistic -2LL con�rms the signi�cance of the overall logistic
regression model at a rounded 0.000 level (see table 4.15). This suggests
that our model is well-�tting. The likelihood ratio has decreased by more

Model -2 Log Likelihood χ2 DoF Signi�cance

Intercept Only 64020.221
Final 38864.010 25156.213 24 0.000

Table 4.15.: Model �tting information

than 20% which means that the model has a better �t than the previous
model using synthesized data. A Likelihood ratio test of individual model
parameters reveals that all independent variables are linearly related to
the log odds of the dependent, also at a high signi�cance level (see table
4.16).

Classi�cation

A comparison of observed and predicted frequency values as displayed in
table 4.17 strongly supports the predictive e�ciency of model. The per-
centage of correctly calculated building types exceeds the result from the
previous regression analysis. Even categories weakly predicted beforehand
(single family medium lots and apartments) now reach double-digit per-
centages. In general, single family dwellings (1, 2, 3) are rarely estimated
as apartments (4), whereas apartments are mixed up with single family
buildings on a small lot in about 50% of the cases. A possible explanation
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E�ects

Model Fitting Likelihood

Criteria Ratio Tests

-2 Log Likelihood

Reduced Model χ2 DoF Sig.

Intercept 39071.00 207.00 3 0.00
Population Density 50861.50 11997.50 3 0.00
Median Household Income 39506.34 642.33 3 0.00
Av. #Children p. Household 38967.63 103.62 3 0.00
Av. #Cars p. Household 38987.17 123.16 3 0.00
Minorities in % 39534.05 670.04 3 0.00
Hispanics in % 39093.03 229.01 3 0.00
Av. Household Size 39062.42 198.41 3 0.00
Distance to Highway 39391.50 527.50 3 0.00

Table 4.16.: Likelihood ratio statistics, reduced model

for this confusion might be a high similarity between incorporated demo-
graphic characteristics of households choosing to live in apartments and
households living in small single family dwellings.

Predicted

Percent

Observed 1 2 3 4 Correct

1 3942 240 2100 75 61.9%
2 1451 457 1960 4 11.8%
3 700 43 21961 0 96.7%
4 548 7 37 506 46.1%

Overall

Percentage 19.5% 2.2% 76.6% 1.7% 78.9%

Table 4.17.: Classi�cation table

4.4.2.2. Results

A complete listing of model parameters for the multinomial logistic re-
gression is tabulated in Appendix A.3. The estimated coe�cients β re-
�ect the e�ect of our demographic variables on the likelihood of living in
an apartment (reference category 4) relative to living in a single family
dwelling (categories 1-3). In general, a positive sign of β means an increase
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of likelihood and a negative sign will reduce the choice probability of the
corresponding building type.

The explanatory variable 'population density' has an overall negative ef-
fect. As population density decreases the likelihood of predicting single
family dwellings when compared to apartments becomes higher. The fact
that an increase in population density lowers the likelihood of predict-
ing single family buildings is obvious, since building types are inherently
related to population and housing density. The impact of the discussed
explanatory variable is con�rmed by the high signi�cance of the corre-
sponding coe�cient β. The variables income and distance to highway have
a positive e�ect β > 0 which is smaller than 1 · 10−4. Nevertheless, while
income is highly signi�cant for predicting building types distance to high-
way is not signi�cant for most of the outcome categories. The percentage
of minorities has a negative e�ect on the model, which means that odds of
predicting single family buildings over apartments decrease with increasing
proportion of minorities. The results also indicate that the demographic
variable 'Hispanics' has a slightly positive e�ect on all associated alterna-
tives. The sign of the coe�cient for the average number of children varies
within single family building type categories. Furthermore, the explana-
tory variable children does not appear to be signi�cant at all for choosing
building type category 2 over apartments. A relatively large correspond-
ing standard error indicates a lower precision with which the parameters
are estimated. Finally, we �nd the average number of cars and the aver-
age household size highly important for the prediction of building types.
As expected, negative parameter estimates are associated with the vari-
able cars in categories 1-3 whereas the household size exerts a signi�cant
positive e�ect on the model.

In summary, the high signi�cance of demographic explanatory variables
in our model indicates they are important as determinants of building
type choice. Especially population density is a prime parameter for dis-
tinguishing di�erent dwelling types. In the following section, we apply the
estimated logit coe�cients to an UrbanSim data set to predict building
types in Maricopa County.
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4.5. Final Prediction with Regression

Coe�cients

As explained in Chapter 4.1, the probability of choosing building type
category j for the polytomous outcome yi is given by:

P (yi = j|xi) = Pij =
ex

′
iβj

1 +
∑J

j=2 ex
′
iβj

(4.7)

We substitute the previously calculated parameter estimates β into (4.7)
and apply the equation to demographic vectors composed of UrbanSim
household characteristics.

Table A.4 in the Appendix summarizes prediction results for 51 sample
grid cells located in Maricopy County. Each grid cell constitutes a table
row and is associated with corresponding values for the following explana-
tory variables which are incorporated in the multinomial logistic regression
analysis:

• average number of cars (Av. # Cars)

• average number of children (Av. # Chl.)

• average income (Av. Inc.)

• average household size (Av. Hh size)

• average number of households (Av. # Hh)

• percentage of Hispanics (His. %.)

• percentage of minorities (Min. %.)

• distance to the nearest highway (Dist. to Hw)

Moreover, the table lists calculated probabilities Pij for predicting cate-
gories 1, 2 or 3 (single family dwellings) with respect to reference category
4 (apartments). The probabilities for outcome category 4 are not listed,
they can be obtained by subtraction since the sum of all Pij yields 1 (com-
pare equation 4.3). The category with the highest outcome probability is
stored as predicted building type category in table column C for related
sample grid cells.
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Figure 4.9.: Predicted building types

The prediction results for parts of Maricopa County are visualized in Fig-
ure 4.9 as color-coded 2D map. The map illustrates the distribution of
estimated building types, but it does not provide information on the geo-
graphic context and the values of our explanatory demographic variables.
We will present a comprehensive visualization framework in the next chap-
ter.

4.6. Discussion of Results

In this chapter we developed a model to predict building types from demo-
graphic characteristics with the help of multinomial logistic regression. By
examining di�erent model implementations, we determined that the grid
cell based regression approach using census data delivers best results. The
�nal model's predictive accuracy is reasonably good for all outcome cat-
egories, although the model has a weakness in distinguishing apartments
from single family dwellings with small lots. Future research is needed to
�nd variables that help di�erentiate between these categories.

In addition, further research is necessary to re�ne dwelling type categories.
Additional building attributes should be taken into account, such as the
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number of stories. Up to the time of our analysis, the number of �oors
was not available for parcel level data.

Our model provides a basis for estimating future commercial and indus-
trial buildings as well using a similar MNL technique. At the moment, our
model lacks the ability to predict building types that are di�erent from
residential units or are for mixed use. Furthermore, our approach is un-
suitable for the prediction of building types other than the types de�ned
a priori.

Finally, more advanced research is necessary to assess model precision.
The overall uncertainty of the estimation given the uncertain demographic
input data remains to be examined in detail and should be a focus of future
research.
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After illustrating the data processing layer of our framework in the previ-
ous chapter, we now focus on the object-relational data base management
system and the geovisualization layer (see Figure 1.6, Section 1.3). In the
following, we integrate results from Chapter 4 into our geovisualization
framework: estimated residential building types and UrbanSim predicted
household characteristics for future years are visualized as 3D geometries
on top of a map. The geometries are scaled according to multiple attributes
from the geodatabase. The goal is to enhance human cognition by visual-
izing abstract representations of multidimensional data sets in a realistic
context, namely Google EarthTM aerial photographs. Our framework will
allow planners and key decision makers to interactively explore the data
in order to �nd previously invisible patterns of economic development.

First, we de�ne geovisualization and explain the concept of Mashups. Sec-
tion 5.2 introduces our prototypical implementation of the proposed geovi-
sualization framework in context of the Digital Phoenix Project at Arizona
State University. First, we build a geodatabase of predicted demographic
household data from UrbanSim and estimated future residential building
types on a dedicated PostgreSQL database server (Section 5.2.1). Storage
and access of geospatial data is realized using Open GIS standards. Our
geovisualization framework is distributed over the internet and accessible
through a web-based GUI (Section 5.2.2) where users can interactively
customize visualization parameters. To visualize multiple data attributes
on top of Google EarthTM, 3D georeferenced geometries are generated from
2D geometric primitives and scaled by attribute values. Thereby, we take
into account di�erent data scales of measurement and visual variables
(Section 5.2.3). In Section 5.2.4, we give examples of suitable geometric
shapes for representing multidimensional data. Afterwards, the basic con-
cepts of Keyhole Markup Language KML are elaborated in further detail
(Section 5.2.5). We explain how geometries can be encoded dynamically
in KML using PHP scripts and SQL commands in Section 5.2.6. In order
to convert georeferenced attributes from our PostgreSQL database to the
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Google EarthTM spatial reference frame, we have to transform coordinate
systems. Therefore, Section 5.2.7 gives a thorough introduction to geodetic
datum transformations. Finally, we present our visualization results (Sec-
tion 5.2.8), implementing iconized building types as scalable geometries
that are superimposed on top of Google EarthTM aerial photographs. We
conclude by highlighting central characteristics of our integrated geovisu-
alization framework in Section 5.3.

5.1. Geovisualization

Geovisualization or GeoVIS (short for geographic visualization) is a multi-
disciplinary domain gaining from research in a variety of disciplines. Most
notably, GeoVIS was in�uenced by cartography. Cartography has a long
and successful tradition using abstraction and generalization to visualize
data on maps. The International Cartographic Association (ICA) Com-
mission on Visualization and Virtual Environments was the �rst to provide
a comprehensive de�nition for Geovisualization:

�Geovisualization integrates approaches from visualization
in scienti�c computing (ViSC), cartography, image analysis, in-
formation visualization, exploratory data analysis (EDA), and
geographic information systems (GISystems) to provide the-
ory, methods, and tools for visual exploration, analysis, syn-
thesis, and presentation of geospatial data (any data having
geospatial referencing).� [MK01]

This de�nition is widely accepted today. Other de�nitions advance a more
human-centered view and see Geovisualization as a tool for knowledge con-
struction [MGP+04, Mac95, LGMR05]. In [Mac01], MacEachren states:

�Geovisualization, from my perspective, is about the use of
visual geospatial displays to explore data and through that
exploration to generate hypotheses, develop problem solutions,
and construct knowledge.� [Mac01]

This de�nition points out that geovisualization goes beyond static map-
centered information communication. In fact, geovisualization creates vi-
sual representations of spatially referenced data to facilitate thinking and
understanding about human and physical environments.
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E�ective geovisualization techniques can help explore, understand, and
communicate spatial patterns. A popular and approved GeoVIS technique
is the Mashup concept. A Mashup is a web application which integrates
data sets from multiple sources into a single tool. The result is a new appli-
cation tailored to a speci�c task.Mashups often use XML-based standards
(see Section 5.2.5) to 'mark up' data so that the data can be used again
in a di�erent context. Usually, Mashup allow for the de�nition of visu-
alization styles and for specifying semantic information. Moreover, they
incorporate server-side technologies, e.g., servlets and PHP (see Section
5.2.6) for dynamic content generation.

In the next section, we will present a Mashup built by including data
from simulations and empirical analyses into Google EarthTM to create an
integrated geovisualization application for visual data mining. We will su-
perimpose simulated demographic data and estimated dwelling type data
on top of aerial photographs from Google EarthTM. For that purpose, data
will be mapped to graphics variables of georeferenced scalable geometries.

5.2. Prototypical Implementation

The developed geovisualization framework is implemented as prototype
within the Digital Phoenix Project [GHK+07] at Arizona State Univer-
sity. The Digital Phoenix Project is developing a multidimensional digital
representation of the Phoenix metropolitan area in time and space. The
goal of the project is to create a dynamic planning tool with an integrated
visualization platform. Such a tool will help planners and policy-makers
to assess the impacts of relevant policy decisions on urban growth and on
environmental factors like air quality and urban heat island e�ect.

The Digital Phoenix Project uses UrbanSim to create complex scenarios of
future urban developments. We will integrate those UrbanSim results and
the building type data estimated throughMNL (see Chapter 4) into a geo-
database. From there, data can be selected to generate multidimensional
geovisualizations.
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5.2.1. Data Revisited

As explained in Chapter 3.2, we store and manage our data in a PostgreSQL
database with PostGIS extension. A geodatabase facilitates to associate
data with temporal, spatial, and geometric information for visualization
and analysis. The open source object-relational database management sys-
tem PostGreSQL has high potential for fast aggregation of heterogeneous
data sets and is considered the glue between our simulated UrbanSim
output and the multidimensional data visualization. Contemplating mul-
tidimensional data sets, we refer to a set of objects where each object is
associated with a feature vector storing discrete, continuous or nominal
values (see Section 5.2.3).

In general, each spatial table in the geodatabase represents a separate
PostGIS layer. An ancillary table contains meta-data on the associated
geodetic datum (see Section 5.2.7). Each distinct geographic object con-
stitutes a record in a spatial table and associated attribute information is
stored in data columns. PostGIS provides a dedicated geometry column
which contains geometric information for each feature in the form of point,
line, or polygon data types. We will use this geometry column to store the
scalable geometries generated from attribute data for the geovisualization.

First, we set up a database for Digital Phoenix on a dedicated PostgreSQL
web server. Aggregated UrbanSim household data at grid cell resolution
is imported from an ESRI shape �le and is passed on to the backend
database for processing. Furthermore, the geodatabase is populated with
empirical results from our building type estimation (see Section 4.5).
In the next step, we use PostGIS functions to calculate the centroids for
each grid cell in the geodatabase. The centroids are stored as 2D points
and provide a basis for anchoring the scalable geometries. Calculations
are accomplished in the built-in SQL Console of PgAdmin III [pgA07]
(see Figure 5.1), a free administration and development platform for the
PostgreSQL database.

Once the estimated parameters and the calculated centroids of the grid-
cells have been coded in,UrbanSim projected demographic variables and
the associated estimated building type categories are ready for geome-
try generation. Geospatial features de�ned by the OGC SFS (see Section
3.2) and supported by PostGIS are points, lines, and polygons. To date,
PostGIS lacks support for 3D primitives, i.e., all basic vector data types
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Figure 5.1.: Access to PostgreSQL database via PgAdmin

are de�ned in the plane. However, 3D coordinates can be speci�ed to rep-
resent 2D entities. Consequently, we can integrate 3D objects into the
geodatabase by de�ning 2D primitives and assembling them to represent
3D geometries. For example, a 3D box can be represented by 6 attached
polygons, one polygon for each face of the box. Geometry selection, scal-
ing, and visualization is managed by the user through a web-interface,
described in the following section.

5.2.2. GUI

Access to the geodatabase is granted online through a website in order
to ensure broad immediate accessibility and to reach the largest possible
audience. The graphical user interface (GUI ) provides a login screen to
the data server and several options for customizing the multidimensional
data visualization.

After logging in, the user is asked to choose a table from the geodatabase
and to select a scalable geometry (see Figure 5.2) for superimposing in
Google EarthTM. At the moment, the user has three options, namely boxes,
tori, and building icons. More options will be implemented soon.
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Figure 5.2.: Web-based data access and geometry choice

In the next step, the user can interactively assign attributes from the
database table to parameters of the selected geometry (compare Figure
5.3). Thus, the user is capable of choosing a meaningful visual representa-
tion for the multidimensional dataset. We will discuss visual variables in
detail in Section 5.2.3.

Figure 5.3.: Web-based parameter assignment for scalable 3D box

The GUI lists available columns from the selected table and lets the user
attribute those to the scalable geometry's degrees of freedom. In case
of the 3D box, available attributes might allow the user to choose scale
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height, size of the footprint, color, and transparency of the body. For each
grid cell, a scaled geometry is generated by server-side PHP scripts and
encoded in KML for visualization.

5.2.3. Data Scales of Measurement and Visual

Variables

Before describing the implementation of the geovisualization framework,
we have to theoretically contemplate di�erent data types and possible
visual variables to convey information to the user. Our goal is not to pro-
vide the optimal cognition enhancing visualization for multidimensional
geodata, since there is not one best visualization for all kinds of data. We
aim at establishing a generic and extendable visualization framework that
is appropriate for a variety of di�erent visualizations.

Stevens [Ste46] de�nes four categories for measuring data scales: nominal,
ordinal, interval, and ratio. This data type taxonomy is broadly accepted
and in practice reduced to three scales: nominal, ordinal, and continuous
data.

Nominal and ordinal scales only delineate di�erent categories of informa-
tion and are therefore used for categorical data. A nominal scale de�nes
a set of identi�ers with no intrinsic order, e.g., color, race or sex. The
relationship between those variables is transformation invariant. Binary
nominal variables have only two categories (e.g., male/female, yes/no) and
often appear in surveys. In contrast, non-binary variables have more than
two categories. Even though category labels can be numerical, qualitative
data does not allow for arithmetic operations. Still, categorical data can
be used for statistical analyses and is generally summarized in the form
of frequencies or percentages. On the other hand, ordinal scale involves
data with an inherent order, e.g., sizes categorized into small, medium,
and large. Nevertheless, ordinal categories lack numerical properties and
prohibit arithmetic operations.

Unlike qualitative scales, quantitative data generally results from mea-
surements with speci�ed ratios between similar increments in measures.
Descriptive statistics for this kind of data can be summarized by mean,
median, and variability statistics. Quantitative data can either be discrete
(e.g., population) or continuous (e.g., distance). Continuous and discrete
data can be classi�ed by discrete categories and treated as categorical
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data. Similarly, categorical variables can be handled as continuous when
sample sizes are large.

Output of UrbanSim simulations is mainly quantitative data. We obtain
data on numbers of children, cars, and workers per household as well as in-
come. For the visualization, we will categorize income into di�erent classes
and establish categories for various population densities within grid cells
(see Section 5.2.8). Estimated building types resulting from our empiri-
cal analysis are inherently categorical with four distinct classes. Next, we
examine which visual variables are available for representing quantitative
and qualitative data.

Jacques Bertin's �Semiology of Graphics� [Ber67] systematically classi-
�es the use of visual elements for data visualization. Bertin di�erentiates
between seven visual variables: position, form, orientation, color, texture,
value, and size. According to Bertin, the eye is sensitive to all these 'retinal
properties' of graphics, independent of the position of the object. Conse-
quently, manipulation of these visual variables can enhance the under-
standing of visualization.

Bertin's classi�cation was originally developed for paper maps. In the age
of digital cartography, new visual variables were added such as trans-
parency, resolution, and crispness. MacEachren extended and adapted
Bertin's original framework to twelve visual variables [Mac95] and matched
these to the data types mentioned above using three degrees of e�ective-
ness (see Figure 5.4).

Figure 5.4.: Visual variables and their e�ectiveness (c.f. [Mac95])
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MacEachren argues that only location and size are suited for visualizing
quantitative data. Shape is exclusively appropriate for depicting nominal
attributes. The more a shape resembles the represented data attribute,
the easier it is for users to understand the visualization. With decreasing
size and increasing number of geometric shapes, symbol recognition is
reduced. Depicting the same data attribute as a combination of visual
variables, e.g., size and color, increases the representational power of the
visualization for that particular attribute.

In a manner of speaking, geovisualization is mapping spatial data values
and attributes to visual variables or a combination of graphical entities.
Figure 5.4 provides a heuristic for linking data attributes to visual elements
that we will adapt in our visualization framework. Our geovisualization
process is user controlled, meaning the user can interactively de�ne the
mapping between attributes and visual variables in the web-based interface
presented in Section 5.2.2. Degrees of freedom for choosing appropriate
visual variables include size, color, geometry, and transparency of graphical
entities. We will discuss possible symbologies for UrbanSim output data
and estimated building type data in the next section.

5.2.4. Scalable Geometries

The main information carrier for data attributes in our geovisualization
framework is the visual variable shape. The scalable geometries gener-
ated by our PHP scripts can assume any kind of discrete or discretized
shape. To visualize future urban structures and household demographics,
an implementation of iconized building types seems obvious. Building type
symbols comprehensively convey a visual sense of density. Visual encod-
ings and shape parameters for dwelling type geometries include footprint,
building height, roof type, roof height, ridge height, the number of chim-
neys, color, and transparency for instance (see Figure 5.5). Other possible
scalable geometries for representing multidimensional data are pyramids,
discretized cones, and tori. The geometric shape is chosen according to
the user's need, generated for each database entry and geovisualized in a
map context using Keyhole Markup Language.
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Figure 5.5.: Geometries

5.2.5. The Keyhole Markup Language KML

Keyhole Markup Language (KML) [Goo07a] is an eXtensible Mark-up
Language (XML) grammar and �le format. Like all XML-based language
schemas, KML uses text to de�ne elements that represent entities and to
specify their hierarchical relationships. In particular, KML models geo-
graphic features like points, lines, polygons or images for visualization in
web-based online 2D maps and 3D geobrowsers such as Google EarthTM.
The Keyhole Markup Language has a tag-based structure, i.e., elements
are encoded by the convention:

<elementName attributeName = �value�> element </elementName>

Elements are enclosed by tags de�ning name and optional associated at-
tributes. They can be nested, that is, child elements inherit the character-
istics of their parents.

Figure 5.6.: KML sample code

Placemark elements provide the basis for visualizing spatial entities; they
contain a geometrical description and coordinates for the represented en-
tity.
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Figure 5.7.: KML elements (c.f. [Goo07a])
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Figure 5.6 shows sample code of a KML �le with a single Placemark ele-
ment. The �rst two code lines specify that the �le is XML-based and state
where the language schema is de�ned. As root element, Placemark en-
closes three children: the Placemark name, a descriptive text, and a Point
element with geographic coordinates. KML uses latitude and longitude in
the World Geodetic System of 1984 (WGS84 ), but it lacks support for
other geodetic reference systems. Therefore, it may be required to con-
vert the observed geodetic datum of spatial entities to WGS84 before
implementing the KML encoding to avoid discrepancies. We will discuss
geographic coordinate system transformations in Section 5.2.7.

Placemarks can be associated with style elements to de�ne the symbolism
of corresponding geometries. Style elements allow varying visual variables
like hue, lightness, saturation, and size. They are either associated with
individual Placemarks as child elements or de�ned globally and then linked
by a number of Placemark elements via URL.

Other useful KML elements are Overlay (for superimposing images on
the ground or the screen), NetworkLink (for streaming content over the
internet), and TimeSpan (for specifying a visualization time period). An
overview of KML elements is given in Figure 5.7. Note that abstract ele-
ments which cannot form entities are marked as white boxes.

Altogether, KML provides high �exibility to model and display customized
discrete geometries on speci�ed locations of the Earth's surface. In the
following section, we will elaborate on how to dynamically generate KML
�les. Using PHP and SQL, we will visually encode demographic data from
a database in KML for display in Google EarthTM.

5.2.6. Using PHP and MySQL to Generate KML

As explained in the last section, we use KML to encode the position,
shape, and visual characteristics of geometries. The geometries, represent-
ing multidimensional geodata on demographics and residential building
types, are scaled with attribute values from the geodatabase. KML �les are
dynamically generated from a PostgreSQL database by PHP scripts. PHP
(version 5 used here) [PHP07] is a widely-used general-purpose scripting
language. It is highly �exible and especially suited for web development
since it can be embedded into HTML code. PHP runs server-side and can
be used to connect with and query databases from HTTP requests.
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The object relational database management system PostGIS allows access
through standard SQL commands. In our visualization framework, we in-
corporate these commands into PHP scripts. First, user data is submitted
via PHP forms to the geodata server for access. Then, the user can query
the database for tables, choose a preferred geometry to represent the data,
and select attributes for scaling.

Finally, a PHP script creates children of KML Placemark elements for
each grid cell in the geodatabase. Every grid cell is associated with an
instance of the previously chosen geometry class. Geometry is scaled and
calculated on the �y in a dedicated PHP script based on the extracted at-
tribute information from the corresponding database row. For scaling, the
attributes have to be normalized with respect to minimum and maximum
values. Alternatively, the attribute values can be classi�ed into di�erent
categories.

The geometries suggested for geovisualization in Section 5.2.4 consist of
a set of multiple 2D polygons (MultiPolygons) forming a 3D body. These
MultiPolygons are attributed with a Style element to de�ne the visual
variables color and transparency of the geometry. The �nal KML �le is
generated by creating an array of strings holding basic KML elements
as well as a Placemark for each grid cell (see Section 5.2.5). Thereby,
the coordinates of the MultiPolygons within the Placemarks have to be
transformed to a geodetic reference frame understood by Google EarthTM.

5.2.7. Coordinate System Transformations

Each object in a geospatial database has a prede�ned spatial reference
system (SRS ). The geometries in our PostgreSQL database are georefer-
enced in a coordinate system that di�ers from the geocentric reference
frame Google EarthTM uses. In this section, we brie�y explain why di�er-
ent coordinate systems exist in parallel and how to transform them from
one system to another.

The �gure of the Earth is di�cult to model, since the Earth's surface
is highly complex. Mountains, valleys, and oceans render the terrestrial
topography unsuitable for an exact mathematical computation. The sci-
ence of geodesy is the core discipline for modeling the Earth's surface
as precisely as possible. An accurate representation is crucial for other
geosciences like cartography, geography, and surveying.
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To approximate the shape of the Earth mathematically, its �gure is sim-
pli�ed assuming that the surface is identical with the mean sea level of the
ocean. This approximation is called geoid. A geoid constitutes an equipo-
tential gravity surface and serves as reference surface for leveling. Due to
gravitational anomalies in the Earth's interior, the hypothetically de�ned
equipotential surface undulates. Therefore, the geoid has irregular shape
and the Earth is in fact potatoe-shaped (see Figure 5.8).

Figure 5.8.: Figures of the Earth

Since the geoid cannot be measured directly, the �gure of the Earth is fur-
ther simpli�ed and mathematically approximated by an oblate ellipsoid
of revolution. Depending on the application area, the reference ellipsoid
has to be globally or locally best-�tting with minimal deviation from the
geoid (see Figure 5.9). The ellipsoid is used as basis for de�ning a geodetic
datum. Geodetic datums determine the �gure of the Earth as well as the
orientation and origin of the SRS which is used to map the Earth.

All over the world, nations use di�erent datums with di�erent locally best-
�tting reference ellipsoids as basis for coordinate systems. Consequently,
a point on Earth has di�ering coordinates in di�erent geodetic datums.
Since assigning coordinates to the wrong reference datum can result in
location errors of hundreds of meters, a transformation between coordinate
systems is required. This datum conversion rests upon seven parameter
transformations: three translations along the x-, y-, z-axis, three rotations,
and scaling.

Common reference frames in North America are NAD27 , NAD83 , and
WGS84 . The North American Datum of 1927 has a locally best-�tting
reference ellipsoid, whereas the North American Datum of 1983 and the
World Geodetic System 1984 have earth-centered reference systems with
best �t for the entire Earth. The geocentric ellipsoidal models were de-
rived from satellite measurements and are based on the Geodetic Reference
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Figure 5.9.: Geocentric and local SRS

System 1980 (GRS80 ) with minor di�erences in the reference ellipsoid pa-
rameters. WGS84 is the standard geodetic datum for GPS satellite navi-
gation and provides a worldwide geodata basis. The WGS84 coordinates
are given in latitude and longitude (compare Figure 5.10). The geodetic

Figure 5.10.: Geographical Coordinate System

latitude of a point is de�ned as the angle between the equatorial plane and
the direction vector to the point from the geocenter. The angle between
a reference plane (the Prime Meridian) and a plane perpendicular to the
Equator passing through the point speci�es the geodetic longitude. The
scalable geometries calculated by our PHP scripts live in a coordinate
system that is prede�ned by the geodetic reference frame of UrbanSim
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grid cells, the NAD83 . Thus, the inherent Cartesian coordinates of the
geometries have to be transformed into latitude and longitude WGS84
coordinates for visualization in Google EarthTM. This transformation is
implemented in a dedicated PHP class. Detailed information about the
de�ning parameters of the WGS84 reference frame and its relationship
with NAD83 can be obtained from the National Geospatial Intelligence
Agency [Nat97]. The transformed coordinates of our scaled geometries are
directly encoded in KML and made available to the user for download and
visualization.

5.2.8. Visualization Results in Google EarthTM

The Google EarthTM Mashup integrates the empirical results from multi-
nomial regression results for building types and model inputs as discussed
in Chapter 4. Two illustrative visual encodings have been developed to
show the potential and �exibility of the integrated visualization frame-
work. The aim was not to develop the optimal information visualization
technique, but to provide a generic and extendable framework for visual-
izing multidimensional geodata.

Figure 5.11.: Scaled 3D boxes represent population density (2000) in Phoenix
Downtown
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The �rst approach displays a single attribute from the database by scal-
ing the height of simple 3D boxes. The boxes are linked to the grid cell
centroids from the UrbanSim 150m grid and represent population density
in 2000. The encoded attribute is normalized according to minimum and
maximum population values. Figure 5.11 shows that displaying population
by scaled 3D boxes comprehensively conveys a sense of density.

In the following, we will focus on 3D building icons as main components
through which demographic information is visualized. We choose building
type geometries since they most intuitively represent the data at hand.
Figure 5.12 illustrates the applied symbology for residential buildings.
Apartments are depicted as cubes with a shed roof whereas single fam-
ily dwellings are equipped with saddle roofs consisting of one, two, or
three ridges. The geometry for each building is de�ned by a single set of
polygonal faces (MultiPolygon). More speci�cally, dwelling cubatures are
composed as follows:

• apartment - 8 points, 6 polygons

• single family (small) - 18 points, 11 polygons

• single family (medium) - 14 points, 9 polygons

• single family (large) - 9 points, 7 polygons

Figure 5.12.: Building type geometries: (a) apartments, (b) small single family,
(c) medium single family, and (d) large single family

For the visualization of each grid cell, an icon is chosen according to the
predicted building type category, which was calculated by means of MNL
and stored in the geodatabase earlier. Then, associated demographic data
is mapped to speci�ed visual variables of the model's geometry and ap-
pearance. The visual variables considered for our building icons include
building height, footprint size, color, and transparency.

Population density is encoded in di�erent building footprint sizes. Five dif-
ferent density classes were established (900m2, 16.00m2, 3.600m2, 6.400m2,
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and 14.4400m2) which could then be visualized by scaling the building
footprint in relation to expected density. To amplify the visual density
e�ect, building height is increased proportionally. The probability of pre-
dicting the correct building type based on our empirical estimates is visu-
alized in three di�erent transparency levels:

• 0% - 33% uncertainty = 100% opacity

• 34% - 66% uncertainty = 75% opacity

• 67% - 100% uncertainty = 50% opacity

We decided not to color-code building cubatures based on demographic
variables in order to avoid visual overload. Instead, each grid cell is asso-
ciated with a colored polygon which is mapped to the ground. In Figure
5.13, the variable average income is color-coded via grid cells. The leg-
end, superimposed as Overlay element in Google EarthTM, is the key to
classi�cation thresholds.

Figure 5.13.: Visualization of (a) average income (color-coded grid cells), (b)
building types (geometry), (c) population density (size of foot-
print), and (d) uncertainty of building type prediction (trans-
parency) [MGH+08]

Figure 5.14 is a close-up of the situation displayed in Figure 5.13. Each
grid cell contains a scaled and stylized MultiPolygon building geometry
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and a color-coded polygon. Combined, all grid cell related geometries form
a Placemark element in the KML �le. The name and description of each
Placemark is listed under the Temporary Places folder in Google EarthTM.

The grid cells classi�cation system established for the average income at-
tribute in Figures 5.13 and 5.14 can be applied to any other demographic
variable in our geodatabase, such as access, population share, average
number of cars, and average number of children. Screenshot 5.15 displays
color-coded grid cells in birds eye view representing distances to nearest
highway. Observers familiar with Phoenix Downtown can clearly identify
the courses of I-10 and I-17.

Figure 5.14.: Close-up of icons for di�erent building types [MGH+08]

The four provided screenshots serve as an example of �exible and interac-
tive geometry layers designed to work in conjunction with Google EarthTM.
Each Google EarthTM Mashup facilitates visualizing multidimensional as-
pects of the data and o�ers a means of recognizing relative patterns and
relationships between di�erent characteristics embedded in the informa-
tion. Given that our visualization framework uses open-source software
and open geospatial data standards, it also o�ers an inexpensive, yet pow-
erful tool for spatial data visualization in three or four dimensions.
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Figure 5.15.: Phoenix Downtown, color-coded grid cells display distance to near-
est highway [MGH+08]

5.3. Discussion of Results

This chapter introduced a 3D geovisualization framework for displaying
multidimensional geodata. The framework implements a PostgreSQL ob-
ject relational geodatabase to store and maintain building type data and
demographic household characteristics generated with UrbanSim. Data
are accessed through an easy-to-use PHP driven web-interface. The visu-
alization environment is based on the geobrowser Google EarthTM. Multi-
dimensional database attributes are visualized on top of Google EarthTM

maps as georeferenced geometries that are scaled and colored according to
attribute values. In the symbolization process, we concentrate on build-
ing icons as main geometries through which demographic information is
displayed. We designed and implemented PHP scripts to encode di�erent
geometries in KML �les for visualization in Google EarthTM. The KML
�les are generated on-the-�y based on visualization parameters speci�ed
by user input.

Our approach has a number of advantages over classical 2D thematic maps
and hitherto existing geovisualization frameworks. Google EarthTM is free
for personal use software and the incorporated database PostgreSQL as
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well as the spatial PostGIS extension are open-source software packages
that use open geospatial data standards, which are OGC compliant. This
makes the presented system architecture widely available to both laymen
and expert users. Web-based access of geospatial information further in-
creases availability due to growing ubiquity of internet use.

The Google EarthTM Mashup has an intuitive and easy-to-use interface to
dynamically and interactively explore data. It allows for browsing data
layers with a variety of interactive pan and zoom operations. The user is
empowered to retrieve spatial detail by zooming in and to �lter geodata by
space, time, and attribute details. In this manner, the geobrowser ful�lls
the visual information-seeking paradigm �overview �rst, zoom and �lter,
then give details on demand� [SCM99].

Our geovisualization framework supports information overlay to enhance
visualization by additional informative data layers from the geodatabase or
from the Google EarthTM server. A visual synthesis of heterogeneous data
sets helps the user to spot hidden correlations within the data. That way,
our Mashup serves as geospatial data mining tool for recognizing relative
patterns and relationships between di�erent characteristics embedded in
the information.

Our visualization framework is not based on realism because realism is
unnecessary and inherently inaccurate for simulated future neighborhoods
even when the underlying data has a reasonable degree of certainty. Also,
realism can be distracting, since too much visualization details might hide
insight and cause cognitive overload. The presented framework incorpo-
rates abstraction methods from cartography and Information Visualiza-
tion to amplify cognition. Demographic and building type data is commu-
nicated to users as abstract geometries, scaled by attribute values, in 3D
real context on Google EarthTM. Our approach enhances spatial cognition,
facilitates thinking and supports decision making in integrated urban and
environmental analyses.

These tasks are further supported by incorporating the 3rd dimension
into our visualization. A 3D model enhances the spatial characteristics of
geodata and provides an additional dimension for encoding multidimen-
sional data. On the other hand, the 3rd dimension causes problems not
existent in 2D map-based visualizations. To date, little research has been
dedicated to analyzing the e�ect of perspective on the perception of 3D
visualizations.
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The presented geovisualization framework is highly generic, that is we
can display any kind of thematic data from various application domains
and choose any kind of discrete geometry as symbolization. Our generic
approach uses KML to specify scalable 3D geometries and to map data
attributes to color, shape, and transparency of the speci�ed geometries.

Regardless, encoding geometries in KML via PHP scripts poses a bottle-
neck, which may be overcome eventually with increasing computational
power. At the moment, on-the-�y generation of KML �les turns out to
be di�cult with large data sets, since a high number of polygon calcula-
tions causes the entire process to slow down. Calculating geometries with
6 polygons each for 65,000 grid cells in Maricopa County takes up to 30
seconds depending on server capabilities. This conceived limitation can
be bypassed through aggregated grid cells. Aggregation is equivalent to
the concept of generalization in cartography and facilitates consideration
of spatial data at various scales for di�erent viewpoints. A so-called level
of detail implementation decreases the complexity of the 3D scene in the
geobrowser as the scene moves away from the viewer and thus decreases
the number of polygons to be rendered.

Another drawback of using Google EarthTM is the lack of built-in geo-
analysis capabilities. Users who need to apply sophisticated GIS func-
tionalities to their data have to revert to GIS systems like Esri's ArcGIS
[Esr07] or the open-source softwareQuantum GIS [Qua07].

Google EarthTM 's time series function has not yet been implemented in
our framework but o�ers an enormous scope for further research. Extend-
ing the visualization to 4 dimensions by mapping data evolution over time
empowers the user to visualize and analyze trends.
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The motivation for this thesis was to develop an inexpensive, accessible,
and comprehensive planning tool for the simulation and visualization of
future urban developments. Our research aims at supporting participants
in planning processes to better understand the impacts of decisions made
today on the development of future urban environments.

We presented a framework that integrates the UrbanSim simulation pack-
age for modeling the possible long-term e�ects of di�erent policies on
urban developments. On top of that, we developed an empirical method
for estimating future residential building types at di�erent scales and a
geovisualization tool based on Google EarthTM to communicate multidi-
mensional attributes of a complex data set. Thus, our framework allows
for the visualization of future built environments and the characteristics
of their inhabitants based on UrbanSim output.

UrbanSim, like most other urban simulation tools, o�ers very limited abil-
ity to visualize the output. Moreover, almost no land use change model
o�ers comprehensive visualizations on built forms in 3D. Our research
bridges this gap in the current visualization literature dealing with urban
forms. It also provides a path beyond the rule-based methods of procedu-
ral modeling towards a more empirically-based framework for developing
future environments. Our system architecture consists of three main com-
ponents, all combined in an integrated framework:

• data processing (simulation of future urban environments with Ur-
banSim and estimation of building types)

• geodatabase for storage (PostgreSQL with PostGIS extension)

• geovisualization (scalable 3D geometries, superimposed on Google
EarthTM)

In the context of this framework, we presented a statistical method for
estimating residential building types on di�erent scales from demographic
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data. The mapping between dwelling types and household characteristics
was realized with multinomial logistic regression. In our �rst modeling
approach, clusters with typical building type distributions were formed
by k-means to establish nominal categories for the regression model at a
neighborhood scale. Subsequently, the log odds of the clustered neighbor-
hood category predictors were modeled as a linear function of the cate-
gories' covariates in the estimation process. Afterwards, the model was
re�ned to a spatial scale of 150m × 150m grid cells. Thereby, estimating
distinct residential building types based on synthesized census data gave
best results. Finally, the regression results were tested for data �t sig-
ni�cance. The high signi�cance of demographic explanatory variables as
well as the variable 'population density' indicated they are important as
determinants of building type choice.

All tests provided strong support that the model �ts the data reasonably
well and that logit regression is a coherent framework for assessing the
relationship between demographic characteristics and the building types
people live in. From a theoretical point of view, our research results are
novel and can be used to solve crucial problems in urban planning that
require information on future residential building types. Our established
MNL model is also extendable to commercial and industrial dwelling types
and provides an important basis for carbon footprint calculations and
material �ow analyses of future urban developments. Thus, we make a
relevant contribution to the reliability of sustainability metrics.

The tie connecting simulation and visualization in our framework is a
PostgreSQL geodatabase with PostGIS extension in the backend. Post-
greSQL is based on OGC data standards and is open source software, i.e.,
it constitutes a widely available platform for storing and retrieving large
spatial data sets. Our implemented prototype stores UrbanSim projections
and estimated building types for Maricopa County in the geodatabase.
However, any geospatial data can be added to the PostgreSQL database,
which provides the potential to record heterogeneous data rapidly from
various sources. In addition, PostgreSQL can be easily and tightly inte-
grated with web services. We developed a front-end web-interface in PHP
to access and process data for visualization. Using PHP scripts o�ers high
�exibility in terms of user-friendliness, interactivity, and accessibility. Fur-
thermore, server-side scripting has huge potential for rapid prototyping
and takes away workload from the client. Data query and processing tasks
are executed by the web server and the results are served to the client as
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ready-to-visualize �les. This approach o�ers a clear advantage over client-
side applications and is therefore also suitable for mobile clients.

Driven by the demand for an intuitive and comprehensive integrated vi-
sualization framework for urban simulation data, we proposed a geovisu-
alization Mashup. Our Mashup re-uses existing functionality and data of
Google EarthTM to create a tool for the integrated visualization of multi-
dimensional data in urban planning. To visualize density, estimated res-
idential building types, and signi�cant demographic attributes, data set
columns from the geodatabase were mapped to visual variables of scalable
3D geometries. The abstract data representations were encoded in KML
and superimposed on top of Google EarthTM aerial photographs. Useful
scalable 3D geometries range from simple 3D boxes to more complex dis-
crete icons. For the implementation of our prototype decision support tool,
we concentrated on building type symbols as main geometries through
which demographic data should be displayed. Dwelling type icons are
meaningful representations for the simulation data set in our geodatabase
and convincingly demonstrate the visual expressiveness of our geovisual-
ization Mashup.

Google EarthTM is a data rich application that o�ers access to a wide range
of ancillary data sets like road networks, places of interest, and georefer-
enced panoramic images. This allows the user to visually synthesize the ab-
stract representations of attributes from our database with other geospa-
tial data in real world context. That way, our Google EarthTM Mashup
combines human cognitive skills and technology to visualize hidden infor-
mation patterns and trends.

In this thesis, we tackled the need for an integrated simulation and visual-
ization framework for multidimensional geospatial data. We conclude that
Google EarthTM is an inexpensive but powerful tool to visualize geodata
in three or four dimensions. Our Mashup overcomes the shortcomings of
classic static mapping concepts which are inadequate for analyzing and
visualizing urban growth dynamics. Google EarthTM is user-friendly, has
an intuitive interface, is interactive, browsable and o�ers easy access to
geospatial information. Integrating an empirical framework for simulating
urban futures results in a geo-analytically powerful environment that o�ers
keen insights into urban dynamics. Our method provides realistic infor-
mation without invoking high degree of photorealism which can distract
attention from the complexity of information that needs to be communi-
cated. It provides a 3-dimensional representation of abstract data in real
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context to avoid cognitive overload and to amplify cognition, and facilitate
thinking, problem solving, and decision making. Thus, our thesis provides
a relevant contribution towards developing an integrated framework for a
comprehensive urban planning tool that can support decision-making of
planners, politicians, and the general public.
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A. Parameter Estimates

# of Case β Std. Error DoF Signi�cance Exp(β)

Intercept -8.9665 1.3334 1 0.0000
Population -0.2266 0.0646 1 0.0005 0.7973
Median Age 0.0504 0.0153 1 0.0010 1.0517

Median Income 0.0000 0.0000 1 0.0015 1.0000
Minorities in % -0.0639 0.0164 1 0.0001 0.9381
Hispanics in % 0.0270 0.0177 1 0.1281 1.0274

Average Household Size 3.2540 0.3504 1 0.0000 25.8931
Distance to Highway 0.0001 0.0001 1 0.2865 1.0001

2 Age of Head 0.0971 0.0092 1 0.0000 1.1020

Intercept -32.8111 2.6217 1 0.0000
Population -4.0936 0.3705 1 0.0000 0.0167
Median Age 0.2142 0.0271 1 0.0000 1.2389

Median Income 0.0001 0.0000 1 0.0000 1.0001
Minorities in % -0.2323 0.0532 1 0.0000 0.7927
Hispanics in % 0.1137 0.0539 1 0.0348 1.1204

Average Household Size 8.5353 0.6094 1 0.0000 5091.1159
Distance to Highway 0.0002 0.0001 1 0.0004 1.0002

3 Age of Head 0.1713 0.0167 1 0.0000 1.1868

Intercept -21.1080 1.4310 1 0.0000
Population -0.3909 0.0864 1 0.0000 0.6764
Median Age 0.1576 0.0151 1 0.0000 1.1706

Median Income 0.0001 0.0000 1 0.0000 1.0001
Minorities in % -0.0564 0.0179 1 0.0016 0.9451
Hispanics in % -0.0305 0.0205 1 0.1357 0.9699

Average Household Size 5.9174 0.3884 1 0.0000 371.4462
Distance to Highway 0.0000 0.0001 1 0.9594 1.0000

4 Age of Head 0.0743 0.0092 1 0.0000 1.0771

Intercept -16.6966 1.3311 1 0.0000
Population -0.3195 0.0725 1 0.0000 0.7265
Median Age 0.1195 0.0150 1 0.0000 1.1269

Median Income 0.0001 0.0000 1 0.0000 1.0001
Minorities in % -0.0387 0.0157 1 0.0137 0.9620
Hispanics in % 0.0004 0.0179 1 0.9809 1.0004

Average Household Size 4.8590 0.3622 1 0.0000 128.8943
Dist. to Highway 0.0001 0.0001 1 0.3375 1.0001

5 Age of Head 0.0251 0.0087 1 0.0037 1.0254

Intercept -25.7086 1.8542 1 0.0000
Population -1.1585 0.1451 1 0.0000 0.3139
Median Age 0.1579 0.0190 1 0.0000 1.1710

Median Income 0.0001 0.0000 1 0.0000 1.0001
Minorities in % -0.0750 0.0301 1 0.0127 0.9277
Hispanics in % -0.0373 0.0349 1 0.2852 0.9634

Average Household Size 6.2972 0.4645 1 0.0000 543.0533
Distance to Highway 0.0002 0.0001 1 0.0082 1.0002

6 Age of Head 0.1334 0.0118 1 0.0000 1.1427

Table A.1.: Block group based estimation (see 4.3)
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# of Case β Std. Error DoF Signi�cance Exp(β)

Intercept -4.250 0.295 1 0.000
Population 0.000 0.000 1 0.068 1.000

Median Income 0.000 0.000 1 0.000 1.000
Minorities in % -0.041 0.004 1 0.000 0.960
Hispanics in % 0.036 0.005 1 0.000 1.037

Average Household Size 1.020 0.107 1 0.000 2.773
Distance to Highway 0.000 0.000 1 0.000 1.000

Children per Household -0.239 0.096 1 0.013 0.788
1 Cars per Household 1.099 0.122 1 0.000 3.001

Intercept -5.082 0.323 1 0.000
Population 0.000 0.000 1 0.180 1.000

Median Income 0.000 0.000 1 0.000 1.000
Minorities in % -0.065 0.006 1 0.000 0.937
Hispanics in % 0.033 0.007 1 0.256 1.033

Average Household Size 1.271 0.113 1 0.000 3.563
Distance to Highway 0.000 0.000 1 0.000 1.000

Children per Household -0.336 0.103 1 0.001 0.715
2 Cars per Household 0.788 0.129 1 0.000 2.200

Intercept -5.704 0.304 1 0.000
Population 0.000 0.000 1 0.920 1.000

Median Income 0.000 0.000 1 0.000 1.000
Minorities in % -0.188 0.006 1 0.000 0.828
Hispanics in % 0.167 0.007 1 0.000 1.181

Average Household Size 1.617 0.108 1 0.000 5.038
Distance to Highway 0.000 0.000 1 0.000 1.000

Children per Household -0.500 0.097 1 0.006 0.607
3 Cars per Household 1.668 0.124 1 0.000 5.301

Table A.2.: Grid cell based estimation (see 4.4.1)
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# of Case β Std. Error DoF Signi�cance Exp(β)

Intercept 1.196 0.177 1 0.000
Population -0.076 0.177 1 0.000 0.927

Median Income 0.000 0.000 1 0.000 1.000
Minorities in % -0.057 0.005 1 0.000 0.945
Hispanics in % 0.030 0.007 1 0.000 1.031

Average Household Size 1.098 0.161 1 0.000 2.999
Distance to Highway 0.000 0.000 1 0.889 1.000

Children per Household 0.737 0.284 1 0.010 2.089
1 Cars per Household -0.851 0.174 1 0.000 0.427

Intercept 0.696 0.205 1 0.001
Population -0.114 0.003 1 0.000 0.893

Median Income 0.000 0.000 1 0.000 1.000
Minorities in % -0.079 0.007 1 0.000 0.924
Hispanics in % 0.010 0.008 1 0.256 1.010

Average Household Size 2.165 0.176 1 0.000 8.716
Distance to Highway 0.000 0.000 1 0.929 1.000

Children per Household -0.038 0.311 1 0.904 0.963
2 Cars per Household -1.694 0.187 1 0.000 0.184

Intercept 2.354 0.187 1 0.000
Population -0.283 0.004 1 0.000 0.754

Median Income 0.000 0.000 1 0.000 1.000
Minorities in % -0.158 0.007 1 0.000 0.854
Hispanics in % 0.095 0.008 1 0.000 1.100

Average Household Size 1.650 0.171 1 0.000 5.205
Distance to Highway 0.000 0.000 1 0.000 1.000

Children per Household 1.567 0.303 1 0.006 4.792
3 Cars per Household -1.272 0.188 1 0.000 0.280

Table A.3.: Grid cell based estimation (see 4.4.2)
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Av. Av. Av. Av. Dist.
Grid # # Av. Hh # His. Min. to
ID Cars Chl. Inc. Size Hh [%] [%] Hw P41 P42 P43 C

472100 1.6 0.4 77129 2.2 14.0 7.1 0.0 2815 0.15 0.11 0.74 3

472101 1.8 0.4 74806 2.4 13.0 7.7 0.0 2906 0.13 0.10 0.76 3

472102 1.8 0.2 70916 2.2 10.0 0.0 0.0 3001 0.15 0.15 0.70 3

472106 1.3 0.0 38533 2.3 3.0 0.0 0.0 3424 0.07 0.16 0.77 3

472107 1.5 0.6 64150 2.3 14.0 0.0 7.1 3537 0.31 0.23 0.45 3

472108 1.5 0.3 104792 2.1 14.0 0.0 0.0 3653 0.13 0.14 0.73 3

472111 1.4 0.3 36766 1.9 19.0 5.3 15.8 4015 0.59 0.23 0.07 1

472112 1.4 0.1 45903 1.7 14.0 14.3 7.1 4140 0.34 0.16 0.49 3

472113 1.4 0.7 36380 2.1 69.0 30.4 5.8 4266 0.42 0.02 0.00 4

472119 1.6 0.6 42934 2.2 62.0 19.4 6.5 4643 0.47 0.03 0.00 4

472120 1.4 0.6 35519 2.2 50.0 18.0 4.0 4700 0.65 0.09 0.00 1

472122 2.0 0.0 60000 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 4825 0.08 0.03 0.89 3

472129 1.5 0.4 51161 1.9 54.0 9.3 5.6 4554 0.53 0.06 0.00 1

472130 1.4 0.3 45565 1.7 65.0 4.6 16.9 4478 0.14 0.01 0.00 4

472262 1.3 0.0 54933 2.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 5161 0.05 0.09 0.85 3

472263 1.8 0.8 98599 2.8 17.0 0.0 0.0 5262 0.13 0.13 0.74 3

472264 2.3 0.7 63467 2.7 3.0 0.0 0.0 5366 0.03 0.03 0.94 3

472269 1.4 0.8 79259 2.7 16.0 6.3 0.0 5896 0.10 0.11 0.79 3

472270 1.8 1.0 74700 3.0 5.0 0.0 0.0 6006 0.02 0.03 0.96 3

472271 2.5 0.5 36950 3.5 2.0 0.0 0.0 6117 0.03 0.06 0.91 3

472272 2.0 0.0 90300 2.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 6227 0.02 0.03 0.95 3

472276 2.0 0.7 62500 2.7 3.0 0.0 0.0 6669 0.02 0.03 0.95 3

472284 2.5 0.5 112360 2.5 2.0 0.0 0.0 7554 0.01 0.01 0.98 3

472285 1.9 1.3 90766 3.3 7.0 14.3 14.3 7667 0.02 0.01 0.97 3

473196 2.2 0.8 82924 2.6 5.0 20.0 0.0 1906 0.01 0.01 0.98 3

473198 2.0 0.0 54900 2.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 1910 0.06 0.07 0.87 3

473199 3.0 2.0 50100 4.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 1913 0.01 0.01 0.99 3

473200 2.0 0.0 63000 3.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 1925 0.03 0.10 0.87 3

473241 1.5 0.2 55333 2.0 6.0 0.0 16.7 1739 0.32 0.26 0.40 3

473242 2.1 0.0 110440 2.0 10.0 0.0 30.0 1887 0.56 0.24 0.19 1

473244 2.2 0.0 57053 1.8 6.0 0.0 0.0 2120 0.17 0.11 0.72 3

473245 2.1 0.3 82871 2.3 7.0 0.0 0.0 2123 0.08 0.07 0.84 3

473246 2.5 0.0 74700 2.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 2124 0.06 0.05 0.89 3

473247 1.7 0.0 71889 2.0 7.0 0.0 0.0 2125 0.12 0.13 0.75 3

473248 2.0 0.0 23500 2.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 2123 0.11 0.11 0.77 3

473249 1.8 0.0 51808 2.0 5.0 0.0 0.0 2126 0.12 0.13 0.74 3

473250 1.7 0.2 72047 2.1 11.0 0.0 18.2 2127 0.45 0.28 0.25 1

473251 1.4 0.3 64232 2.2 15.0 0.0 0.0 2128 0.26 0.27 0.46 3

473252 2.0 0.3 78918 2.3 16.0 6.3 6.3 2133 0.36 0.18 0.45 3

473253 1.6 0.0 45176 1.8 5.0 0.0 0.0 2137 0.14 0.14 0.72 3

473254 2.1 0.3 66171 2.3 7.0 0.0 0.0 2142 0.11 0.09 0.79 3

473255 1.7 0.0 64977 1.8 6.0 0.0 0.0 2146 0.12 0.12 0.76 3

473256 1.5 0.0 53405 2.0 10.0 0.0 10.0 2150 0.34 0.32 0.32 1

473257 1.8 0.1 47980 1.9 18.0 0.0 0.0 2155 0.48 0.29 0.19 1

473258 1.8 0.2 67959 2.1 21.0 4.8 0.0 2160 0.46 0.26 0.27 1

473259 1.8 1.0 77715 3.2 13.0 23.1 15.4 2168 0.10 0.06 0.84 3

473260 1.9 1.2 79560 3.2 20.0 15.0 15.0 2184 0.34 0.16 0.49 3

473261 2.1 0.9 101395 3.2 14.0 0.0 21.4 2203 0.33 0.28 0.39 3

473262 2.1 1.1 98853 2.8 13.0 23.1 0.0 2231 0.02 0.01 0.97 3

473280 1.5 0.3 48148 2.8 4.0 0.0 25.0 2671 0.26 0.40 0.33 2

473281 2.2 1.6 79157 3.4 18.0 22.2 16.7 2675 0.17 0.05 0.78 3

Table A.4.: Prediction results for sample grid cells
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